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{Resignations strike at top levels of ASUOP
ittorney General and Senate President Pro-Tempore resign amid controversy
)0UG HINKLE
Staff Writer

ASUOP Attorney General,
lim Burridge, resigned his
position as of September 29.
Baggett, Senate President
'ro-Tempore, resigned his post
Effective as soon as a replacelent can be confirmed by the
enate. Baggett will remain as
i Senator at Large.
These resignations were
bonfirmed on Tuesday night at
fhe ASUOP Senate meeting. In
memorandum circulated to
tiembers of the ASUOP gov
ernment on September 21,
3urridge outlined a pattern of
Conflict between the offices of
^SUOP Attorney General and
President. Conflict mentioned
In the memo centered around
Actions taken by Russell
larzette, ASUOP President,
deemed to be unconstitutional
Burridge acting as Attorney

Senate President Pro-Tempore, fon Baggett, (center) speaks at Tuesday's Senate meeting.
General.
One incident involves the
firing of the Programming
Affairs Commissioner, Tim
Rayl, without a "failure to
carry out the duties and func
tions of his office."
According to ASUOP offi-

cials, Rayl was never confirmed by the Senate as
Programming
Affairs
Commissioner. They added
that Marzette's actions were
consistent with the constitu
tion. Rayl was a non-confirmed
official, there was no need to

show a "failure to carry out the
duties and functions of his
office," as specified by Senate
bylaws.
The Pacifican has confirmed
that Rayl received pay prior to
his dismissal by Marzette.
Clearly this indicates that Rayl

was functioning in some
capacity for ASUOP. He was at
some point removed from that
position but later reinstated.
Another incident involved
Marzette's
use
of
the
President's discretionary fund,
reportedly $600. Marzette
sought to loan money to
University College student
officials. Should they fail to
pay the loan back, Marzette
allegedly suggested charging
individual student accounts
(through the ASUOP Annex)
associated with the organiza
tion. Burridge's claim was that
under the bylaws, Marzette
was not granted such power.
Burridge also claimed that
Marzette requested he with
hold information from the
Senate. Within an agreement
reached between ASUOP and
The Pacifican, Marzette had
added a new provision that
See ASUOP, page 4

Engineering Industry Fellowship:

fine partnership between industry and Pacific
VLEX ZAMANSKY
Jews Editor

Last Tuesday, September 22,
the School of Engineering held
its annual Recognition and
Introduction
for
the
Engineering
Industry

Fellowship.
Held in the President's
Room in Anderson Hall, the
event celebrated a partnership
between the industry and the
University of the Pacific School
of Engineering. Participants in
the program are engineering

students that are offered full- sion, a fellowship fee of $3000
time, paid internships during to be used for scholarships, a
summers and school breaks, mentor and a career develop
plus two cooperative educa ment plan of progressive and
tion (co-op) assignments. The rotational assignments. UOP
income the students earn, agrees to conduct a state wide
along with the financial aid recruitment campaign, prethey
receive,
helps to dramati The income that the acTdentil
cally defray the s t u d e n t s e a r n , a l o n g s t u d e n t s ,
cost of attending
the financial
aid epubll
fize the
UOP. The pro with
.
.
.
.
m p l o y e r s
gram allows stu they receive, helps to involvement,
dents to attend drmamtically defray and provide
school full-time
a 1-unit semi
and not work the cost of attending nar
upon
while classes are
UOP.
transitioning
in session.
to the profesThe Engineering Industry sional workplace.
The
Fellowship works based on a Industry Fellow agrees to
good faith agreement between maintain long-term academic
industry, the Cooperative achievement, perform at satis
j. Education Office, and Industry factory levels based on
§ Student Fellows. The industry employer evaluations, and
|agrees to provide paid intern- commit to a good-faith fivethe EIF was a successful event, ships when school is not in ses year employment agreement

with the industry sponsor.
Students benefit from this
program because it provides
valuable work experience that
is directly related to one's aca
demic major. With this pro
gram, students are able to
learn firsthand specifically
what the engineering field
encompasses.
See Engineering, page 4
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College Headlines

Campus Crime Report

Michigan congresswoman creates
Clinton hotline

September 17-23, 1998

The State News (Michigan State U.)

Prepared by Jerry L. Houston

THEFT

When?
Physical Plant

Sep 18

Swimming Pool
Parking Lot #7 (behind fraternities)
Campus Wide
Spanos Center
Campus Wide

Sep 19
Sep 21
Sep 21
Sep 21
Sep 23

When

Loss
Tools from parked
vehicle
Clothing, wallet, keys
Parking Permit
Parking Permit
Two water coolers
Parking Permit

MISCELLANEOUS

Where
Battery
Campus Wide
Main Gym
President's Drive

When
Sep 12
Sep 17
Sep 17
Sep 19

Long Theater
Stagg High School

Sep 19
Sep 19

Parking Lot #9 (behind fraternities)

Sep 23

WiMi
Mutual fight
Lost cellular telephone
Group dispersed
Subject arrested on an
outstanding warrant
Missing personlocated
Assisted
Stockton Police with
arrest of a vehicle theft
suspect
Subject collecting cans
asked to leave campus

DID YOU KNOW?

EAST LANSING, Mich. —A local congresswoman ha:
| established a toll-free number and an e-mail address fo
constituents to express
their views on the controversy surrounding Presiden
I Clinton.
U.S. Rep. Debbie Stabenow, D-Lansing, set up th<
j number, 1-877-MY-VIEWS, and the address
my views.stabenow@mail.house.govaddress, on Friday
The number and e-mail account were created in additior
to Stabenow's existing e-mail address and phone lines,
said Matt Frankel, Stabenow's spokesman. He said the
| office has received more than 800 phone calls and more
than 1,000 e-mails. Frankel said. "The point of the num| ker was ^or Debbie to be as accessible as possible," he
said. "This toll-free number gives people (a chance) to
leave a message at their convenience." Since the number
and e-mail address were set up, there have been about
500 phone calls and 30 e-mails." Frankel said the
responses have been varied. "A lot of people have con| cerns and opinions." However, Atkin said the phone
and e-mail messages might not be the best way for
, Stabenow to gauge how people in the district feel about
|he 'ssue. ''It's not a representative sample," he said.
the key thing about survey research is that the survey
ors select the sample."

Bill: Drug users lose financial aid

Pr°Vidcd 142 h0urs of foot patrol, 20
hou^o/bt K
stranded motorists, and contacted 6 suspKicn.s persons. pr°V,dcd 15 CSCOrts' assisted 10

report, you are
You mav also railT
^fely at 946'2537 or
anonymously to report any sus-

E xtension 2337 from campus phones
pioious circumstances or persons.

THE PACIFIC..

The Pitt News (U. Pittsburgh)
PITresURGH, Penn. - College students may wan
think twice before taking a hit of heroin or a puff of
a^daS500" m6an Sa>""S
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cific hires eight new professors this year
EN

University
of
North
Carolina, Chapel Hill, and
her master's degree and PhD
from Indiana University,
year, the College of Bloomington. She teaches
ific has hired eight Shakespeare, Renaissance
afessors. Most of the Literature, and Film. When
ifessors are taking the asked, she said she is enjoy
lof professors who ing it here, but she wished
but others, such as more people were interested
|ron West, have other in Renaissance Lit—as of
Dr. West is the Friday, there were three peo
lolder of a brand new ple in her class!
in COP's Sports
Dr. Keith Hilton, who was
department. She is featured in last week's paper,
riculum director for is the Communications
•tic training program, Department's new professor.
lyone who doesn't He replaced Morris Brown as
hat athletic training the Pacifican advisor and
tic trainers look out professor of journalism class
ell-being and safety es. This semester he is teach
ites. They do injury ing Introduction to Mass
ion and the like. Dr. Communication and Basic
id her undergraduate News Writing. He also is
t Fresno State, then going to teach most classes
lere for grad school, dealing with print journal
|nally went to the ism. When asked his opinion
iity of Miami for her of the school, Dr. Hilton
This semester she is called it, a "very stimulating
Beginning Athletic environment."
Upstairs
Ig
and
from
the
1 p e u t i c Dr. West did her Communication
(ties.
undergraduate d e p a r t m e n t
Cynthia
holds
the
work at Fresno C
I and Dr.
o m p u t e r
t n e y State, then went Science depart
in
are
ment and new
here for grad
English
p r o f e s s o r
school, and
Itment's
M i c h a e l
profes- finally went to the Doherty.
He
Jr. Dobbs
replaced Joseph
University of
|iting proLiauw and is
Miami for her now
and is
teaching
Ph.D.
lacing
Introduction to
|r Mayne, 1
Programming,
is now Assistant Programming
Language,
It and a full-time and Advanced Systems
Istrator. She received Analysis this semester. Dr.
dergraduate degree Doherty said he liked the
pmona College, where importance placed on stu
ijored in English, and dents here. He came to UOP
D. from UC Berkeley, after receiving his Ph.D. at
bbs said she likes the University of Colorado at
rlasses here and being Boulder. Dr. Doherty said he
get to know her stu- believed it's a lot of hard
-something difficult to work here at UOP, but "the
lerkeley. This semester effort is worthwhile."
[aches an English 25
Dr. Caroline Cox is Dr.
American Families: Erling Erickson's replace
; and Lies That Bind," ment.
She teaches U.S.
ajor American Authors History I and a class on the
Courtney Lehmann is American Revolution this
Ssistant Professor of semester and also teaches
ure. She received her U.S. History II and classes in
graduate degree from African
American
and
1MACHER
i/riter

University of the Pacific New Faculty and
Administrators'

1998-99
Eberhardt School of
Business

Albert Huang
Assistant Professor,
Management Information
Systems
University of North
Texas, Denton, TX 1996
Georgina Marie Kryda
Assistant Professor,
International Business
University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, 1997
Eric Typpo
Assistant Professor,
Accounting
Florida State University,
1994
School of Engineering

University Library

Kimberly Lyons
Assistant Professor
University of Texas,
Austin, 1998
School of Pharmacy

Summer Blanchard
Assistant Professor,
Communicative Disorders
Yong Suk Kathryn Moon
Assistant Professor,
Pharmacy Practice
University of California
Susan Ravman
University of the Pacific

Chi-Wook Lee
Assistant Professor,
Mechanical Engineering
University of Florida,
Gainesville, 1991
Native American history. Dr. and teaching for four years.
Cox completed her under Here at UOP, she is teaching
graduate, master's, and Ph. Introductory Mechanics and
D. studies at UC Berkeley in Thermal Physics this semes
1997 and then taught at ter. When asked her reason
Berkeley and University of for deciding to come here,
San Francisco last year. She Dr. Krysac said she saw that
said she saw that teaching research and teaching were
really counts
both impor
Dr. Moore received tant
here and is
here,
" r e a l l y her undergraduate unlike other
impressed
degree in physics schools she
with the stu
looked at in
and biology from which hardly
dents."
In the sci
Bates College in
any emphasis
ences are Dr.
was placed on
Maine
L.
Cindy
teaching. She
Krysac and Dr. Anne Moore. noted that she was a little
Dr. Krysac is the physics concerned about the work
department's newest profes load required for teaching
sor. She spent all of her col and felt it left little time for
lege years, through her Ph.D. research. Dr. Anne Moore is
at the University of Toronto a part of the biology depart
in Canada. From there, she ment and stepped in when
went to Pennsylvania State Dr. Anderson retired. She
University and did research teaches ecology and a gradu

School of International
Studies

Margee Ensign
Dean
Associate Provost and
Chief Information Officer
Lynn C. Kubeck
International Services
anbd Programs
Donna Cheshire
Director
Division of Student
Life-Administrative Staff

Susan Williams-Quinlan
Director, Counseling
Center
Martin Ford
Director
Career and Internship
Center

ate level class called
California
Aquatic
Ecosystems. . She did her
Ph. D. work at Duke
University and from there,
she taught at the Clairmont
colleges before coming to
UOP. Dr. Moore said she
liked the mixture of research
and teaching here. "It seems
very professional—business
like."
With the addition of these
new professors, Pacific stu
dents have just as much, if
not more to look forward to
in going to class.

Students are looking
for the "real scoop.
If you think that you
can write to make
some noise, call Alex
at 946-2114.

I
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Office of Financial Aid and Housing need cooper
ALEX ZAMANSKY
News Editor
"This took me totally by
surprise," said South West
Resident Assistant Adam
Bute. " I was angry, but I
didn't know who to blame
first. Housing or Financial
Aid." Bute was one of three
newly
hired
Resident
Assistants this semester to
have difficulty concerning
his financial aid package.
Jim Falcone, Assistant
Dean of Students, said "per
spective RAs
(Resident
Assistants) need to go to the
Office of Financial Aid
because the needs of one's

ASUOP.

Continued from page 1
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was not part of the original
negotiation. He denoted that
all official ASUOP press
releases were to be screened
by his designee. Marzette
insisted that he simply asked
Burridge to keep quiet and
allow him to present the issue
to the Senate. Prior to presen
tation to the full Senate, the
provision was removed.
During a September 24
meeting of the Elections,
Bylaws and Rules Committee,
both Burridge and Marzette
were allowed five minutes to
discuss the issues. After hear
ing the arguments, members
of the committee drafted a
proposal which was present
ed to Burridge early this
week.
Cited in the proposal enti
tled
"Temporary
Policy
Regarding the Role of the
Attorney General and the
Elections, Bylaws and Rules
Committee," is a provision
limiting the power of the
Attorney General. "In the

Correction:
The Pacifican
incorrectly spelled
Dr. Gipson's name
within the "Inside"
box on page 1 of
the 9-24 issue. We
regret any
confusion.

financial aid changes when
one becomes an RA." The
next question asked is what
determines one's financial
need. A simple answer to
this question is explained in
an information packet pre
sented by the Office of
Financial Aid in Hand Hall.
Says Assistant Director of
Financial Aid Robin Lin,
"Minus the cost of the
Expected
Family
Contribution from the Cost
of Attendance. This is a stu
dent's presumed financial
need."
But the problem Bute and
other newly hired RAs had
this year was not adjusting

to life as an RA, but being
able to find a better finan
cial aid package from the
school in order to stay on as
an RA. Tracy Tellyer actual
ly quit being an RA, moved
back to the Tri-Delt house
because it was affordable to
live there as opposed to
being an RA. Said Tellyer,
"It was very upsetting. I
had asked the previous
semester if this would affect
my financial aid package
and all they said was that
my work study would be
taken away and my loans
would be reduced." This
wasn't the case though for
Tellyer as since most of her

event that the Elections,
Bylaws and Rules Committee
is unable to meet and make a
ruling within 24 hours of a
conflict, the ruling of the
Attorney General is temporar
ily overturned until the
Committee is able to hear the
case." This provision would
limit the authority of the
Attorney General to 24 hours.
For example, if the
President were embezzling
funds and the Attorney
General ruled the action ille
gal, the President would only
be restricted for 24 hours, If
the Elections, Bylaws and
Rules Committee failed to
meet within the required 24
hours, then the President
would be free to embezzle the
funds.
Moving into executive ses
sion during the September 29
Senate meeting, ASUOP offi
cials discussed the internal
conflicts facing ASUOP.
Education Senator, Omar
Tinoco, summarized the situa
tion when he said, "We're
[ASUOP] facing a speed

bump."
Part of that speed bump is
the resignation of Baggett.
Baggett's resignation
stems
from reasons similar to those
of Burridge. "I have been
inhibited from doing my job
by the Executive Board," said
Baggett.
According to Baggett,
Marzette's leadership style is
very centralized and con
trolled. He agreed with
Burridge's interpretation of
events surrounding the dis
missal of Rayl, and Marzette's
use of his discretionary fund.
Commenting on the overcentralized framework of
ASUOP,
Burridge
said,
"People pay $105 a year and
have no idea where their
money goes. Is that best?" He
further stated that he doesn't
"think the organization is fit
to have an Attorney General
at this point for reasons peo
ple in the [ASUOP] office
don't understand."

situatio^stip,
is indet-aa;
tion.
studerat^ to
Financial Ait

financial aid comes as out
side loans and scholarships.
It turned out that it was
actually cheaper for her to
live at the Tri Delt House
than for her to live on cam
pus working as an RA.
"Obviously, the Financial
Aid Office needs to make
some adjustments," said
Falcone in reference to miscommunications these stu
dents had after being hired
as RAs. Bute added, "this
could have really been
avoided if I was told to go
into the Financial Aid Office
before I took the RA class
last semester."
Lin's comments on the

before
hired as ®As.
The solutic
lem seems ti
dents, ^& We
interested in
they pay ^0r
pay a visit ti
Financial Aid
misconce jntio
financial
ai<
"The morell
how the syst
better prejai
handle situat

The last chall
of a social!
conscious soch
Deoression strikes millions- incRscfttrooatoSy. Depression !<j si
of brain activity tnat makes life unbearable. And even ti'-otrgh

readily treatable, only i in 5 ever seeks treatment. Why do sc
themselves along or eventually seek relief through surCHte?

r

of awareness of depression- as an loess and as the threat *:•
every one o? us. Second, there's the unwarranted negative*
You know, the 'mental' thing. Its time to coiiochvoly* lace
an illness, not a weakness. And it s a

el- • r

(Jl\f T

challenge that's long overdue, it's

taken too many of us already.
tVtC'k'LACjs?

t/ C '
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Drink Specials

Eric DeWees and Trent Allen
also contributed to this article.

SHO Ml
JAPANESE CUISINE

3E

Any Drink $2 9 - l j

$1.50 Well Drinks 10 - Midnight
V.

f raditional Japanese Delicacies... To Go or Eat In

Seafood, Sushi, Meat/Fowl
Lunch: Monday - Saturday 11:30 to 2:15
Dinner: Monday - Saturday 5:(X) to9:00
419 Lincoln Center » Stockton • CA • 95207

Ladies Nigli

Monday

Phone » (209) 951-3525

Wednesday

Any beer don
"imported $1.50 li

DJ NIGHT

Oct. 8th

6252 Pacific Avenue
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Quote of the
Week
"The
highest
result of
education is
tolerance."
- Helen Keller

are the most opportune for
students to be in class, when it
is not too early or too late.
Why is it that these same
times are set for the
groundskeepers, causing a
conflict to arise? Certainly
there must be some flexibility
to the hours, allowing for a
minimal amount of distur
bance?
When questioned,
an
anonymous source claimed
that last semester and in years
past his class was "disturbed
at least twice a week." When a
class only meets two to three
times a week, this is an
extremely large percentage of
classes that contain a disrup
tion.
Add this to the tired old
exclamation, "I pay over
$20,000 to go to school
here,..." This statement can be
used to allow students to
make noise whenever they
want, walk wherever they
want, and now enjoy peace

Trent Allen
Maiuty Jobe
Eric DcWees

Editorial Staff
Neu>s Editor
Alex Zamansky
Op-Ed Editor
Scott Sivitzer
Metro Editor
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Calendar Editor
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Living Editor
Kia Jorgensen
Sports Editor
C. Colton
Copy Editor
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Photo Editor
Scott Kaufinann
Photographer
Devika Coles
Yasmin Jeiroudi
fulian Zabalbeascoa

Cartoonist

Production Staff
Production Manager
Shaun Wakumoto
Production Assistants
Scott Kaufinann
Hannah Loui
Chris Sieracki

Account Representatives

itting grass and disturbing class
there is a groundskeeper
armed with a leaf blower or a
lawnmower, and the sound is
coming closer and closer, get
ting louder and louder, dis
rupting the class and making
dialogue virtually impossible.
The disruption of class due
to
the
groundskeeper's
unending work seems to be a
common theme here at UOP.
There is no question that the
groundskeepers do a great
job, and it is their hard work
that makes UOP appealing to
the eyes. There are, however,
serious questions concerning
ere is a scenario most stu- the disruption of class and the
can appreciate: It is ways in which this distracting
l een 11 am and 3 pm, and scenario can be prevented.
average students is in
Judging from the regular
p. The professor, seeming- occurrence of these incidence
mid-sentence, breaks off between the times of 11 am
ecture and rushes to shut and 3 pm, it is logical to
windows. Why does the assume
that
these
essor behave in this fash- groundskeepers have a set
time on which to operate. In
he answer is simple and this case, the times set are any
e obvious. Somewhere thing but logical. These hours

Editor-in-Chief
Business Manager
Managing Editor

Business Staff
Advertising Manager
Brad Franca
Advertising Designer
Shaun Wakumoto

"Hello UOP!! Especially those taking tests in Knoles Hall right now!"

re reading this article and
upset, possibly resulting
• lynching of a certain opiniitor, I urge you to underthe purpose of this editorinot misconstrue this artian attack on the UOP
lidskeepers. These people do
ontrol the hours in which
do their
job.
The
eepers do their job when
• supposed to, and they do
I job very well. Anyone who
bs this point has only to look
nd the UOP campus and see
\themselves what attracts
i students to this campus.

Jt .1. I\ .y l i

Weekly news for the
UOP community since 1908

and quiet in class. Out of the
three uses listed above, peace
and quiet is the use most valid
and rightfully expected by the
students. With undergraduate
tuition around $19,000, stu
dents are entitled to a class
that may run free of outside
distraction. Is it too much to
ask for a class in the early
afternoon that does not have a
lawnmower, a leaf blower, or
a chainsaw running directly
outside?
In conclusion, I would like
to thank the groundskeepers
for the wonderful job that
they do on this campus. I
would also like to apologize
to the readers for failing to
know the exact times and
dates of the bulk of this work.
Unfortunately, after three calls
to physical plant with
inquiries as to the times,
dates, and exact numbers, I
was unable to reach anyone
who could give the informa
tion that I sought.

Asst. Business Mngr.
Distribution Manager
Office Assistants

Man Wepprecht
Jamie Reitz
Jennifer Schering
Chrissy Collins
Ramandecp Pataria
John Fosenburg
Maggie Vineyard
Lira Zamansky
Laura Benson
Lynn Kakehi
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Shar Tabatabai

Faculty Adviser
Dr. Keith O. Hilton
Comm. Dept.
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Adirrtix
• Display - We accept both national ami
local display advertising. For more in for
mation, contact our advertising staff at
(209) 946-2114.
•Classified - Classified advertising can be
purchased - $1 per line for UOP staff and
students, $2 per line for all others. Please
call Laura Benson at (209) 946-2115.
Subxrik
• A year subscription to the Pacifican costs
$32 ($17 per semster). Send check or
money order to us at the address below,
attn: Subscriptions
CwW U>
•The Pacifican is located on the third floor
of Hand Hall (above KUOP). Office hours
are Monday through Friday, 8am to 5 pm.
Main (209) 946-2115
Advertising: (209) 946-2114
Facsimile: (209) 946-2195
Mail: 3601 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, CA95211
email: "Pacifican@uop.edu"

icifican editorals represent the views of a majority of the newspaper editors. What's your view? Mail us a letter, drop one off at our office on the
th^d floor of Hand Hall, or e-mail us at pacifican@UOP.edu. All letters must be signed and include a telephone number.
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Student shares hit views on ethernet and its politit
Dear Editor,

to raise its status by adding
free internet access "every
I d like to take this oppor where" on campus. Other
tunity to express what has schools like UC Berkeley and
been on my mind these past UC Davis, schools not too far
few days.
from here, already have cam
First of all, I'd like to com pus-wide
free
Ethernet
ment on the article about access. Also worth mention
Ethernet access in residence ing is that these schools have
facilities a few weeks ago. had it for about four years
The Administration keeps now, while UOP is just start
boasting about how we will ing to get it.
have Ethernet everywhere on
What is really sad is that
campus, but then only UOP is approaching this
reveals plans to add Ethernet problem with politics in
access to dorm facilities and mind.
Why
is
the
buildings, but nowhere else, Administration only con
especially other on campus cerned about dorms getting
residence facilities like the Ethernet? They know that
UC Apartments, Greek resi almost all freshmen live in
dences, and the Townhouses. dorms, so if the freshmen
This is an attempt by UOP know beforehand that the

m 'Jrr'JVJS;t

8

rooms have Ethernet access,
the freshmen may want to
come here. It will only be
after they actually come here
and pay their fees that they
find out the places they really
want to live in, like the UC's,
Greek
residences,
and
Townhouses do not and will
not have Ethernet access.
Also, look at the order of
the dorms getting Ethernet
access. Why was John
Ballantyne
Hall,
the
"Honors" Hall, the first on
campus to get Ethernet? To
put it frankly, UOP wanted a
way to attract nerds here
instead of them going to
Stanford and UC Berkeley.
The Ethernet was a good way
to get them to come, thus
increasing the overall GPA.
This therefore makes UOP
look better than it actually is,
attracts more students, and a
vicious cycle roars its ugly
head. Residents of Southwest
and Grace Covell have power
and demanded internet
access, so Southwest got it
last year and Grace Covell is
almost done. Of course Casa
Werner and Casa Jackson
have it because of the

omnipotent domineering San is nonsense, especial
we pay a very Flight
Francisco 49ers.
All of this raises a ques I'm not going to targ,
tion. UOP knew that other specific groups, but 1
wher,
universities had Ethernet we all know
money
really
goes,
^
access four years ago, but
really
a
shame
thatUO:
took this long to act. One
would think that since we such a dismal state oh
Just one more thin
pay the second highest
tuition in the state of like to comment on the
column
of
California, we would have Mint
had all these amenities a long September 24,1998 iss
time ago. So this makes us all the Pacifican concern^
wonder, where does our hard jobs on campus. I c
earned money, that we use think of any student j
for payment here, actually any job for that matter)
end up? Certainly not in the than one where you ge
pockets of professors. Many of free stuff like shoes,!
of the professors could make rings, and watches. I als
more money down the street not think of any studa
at Delta College, but choose cooler than one where
to stay here only because we "co-workers" are thegi
are a university. Certainly not people in the world f
in the pockets of athletic down, and where onej
coaches.
be one of the most impi
Most of these coaches, people involved in the
when successful, look to exciting thing happenii
leave UOP because they UOP. This is a job thato
know big time universities certain few have, and
will pay more money to them few cherish it more than
for their services. When peo thing on Earth.
ple say UOP is a small school
and they cannot afford to pay
Sinn
these people the money they
Papool Cham
deserve, one must think that
Men's Basketball Ma

1

Raffle, Music,
& Fun in the Sun
Free Admission
October 4,1998
1:00 pm - 4:00 pm

Chris Kjeldsen Pool
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-oggers on Pacific campus? Question of the week

talists, decided to ignore the $210 million from the State
"tree huggers" and get to of California. This week's
cutting. In doing so, a mas issue of Time magazine con
Alex Zamansky com- sive redwood was dropped notes this action as "the
lained last week of exces- on Chain, an irony which owners of private property
ive fencing around por- took his life.
holding the environment at
ons of Knoles lawn, fencThe actions of the Pacific ransom," and that's exactly
ig which has been coming Lumber company, mostly what it is.
p and down sporadically clear-cutting ancient red
The article didn't men
ince I was here as a frosh woods which leaves no tree tion what sums Maxxam
iree years ago. How to standing and works against would draw from the sale of
laintain and water (flood?) natural regrowth, has the the lumber on the acreage
lese vast lawns has been a full attention and protest of in question, but I'd be sur
ever ending saga it seems, Earth First. Along with raz prised
if
it
quite
® nd rare are the times when ing some of this country's approached 1/2 billion dol
11 is in order on our camlars. Oh, and let's not forget
111 us's
most
beautiful
Headway has been that Maxxam contributed
• pproach.
heavily to Pete Wilson's
gained in the
11 This semester has been a
recent election cam
battle against the most
11 me of major upheaval for
paign, and the payment at
i oor Knoles lawn. This
logging giants, as hand depends on Pete
tJ 'eek all the grass was
Wilson's signature.
government
" amoved, our resident landI have long stood as a
f rape architects going per regulation has been "near extreme" conserva
il aps for the "parched"
increased, and
tive, but I drift towards the
n >ok. Much to my relief I
left
on the issue of environwatchdogs such as
F IW today that hundreds of
mentalism. The logic of
the Environmental clear-cut logging alludes
}uare yards of grass had
een transplanted to these
Protection Agency me, and this case hits closer
irt lots, making them
to home than usual. I've
empowered.
iwns once again.
seen the trees that are in
I also noticed
that
dispute here, as the last two
nongst these new stretch- most beautiful and produc summers I took road trips
i of greenery in several tive land, clear cutting up Pacific Coast Highway
rots there was just grass, deposits unnatural sedi which led me through the
here there had once been ments and silts into nearby enchanting redwood forests
ees. I doubt that this is the rivers once the rainy season not far northwest of here. I
eginning of a major cam- starts. These are the water understand that logging
us deforestation project, as ways that feed our faucets must be done as it adds
know Pacific prides itself somewhere down the line, value to our economy and
n the incredible variety of so don't think this only furnishes a necessary com
ees found on our small impacts
the
greater modity, but there is a right
jmpus, but it did bring to Humboldt county area.
and a wrong way to do
lind the dread trapped
Headway
has
been everything.
'ithin me when I recount gained in the battle against
Pacific Logging's inter
nages of the clear-cut log- the logging giants, as gov ests don't seem in line with
ing that occurs all around ernment regulation has the greater issue of the wells in Northern California.
been increased, and watch being of the landscape of
Last week, an environ- dogs
such
as
the our state, and the profiteer
lentalist protester named Environmental Protection ing that is to take place in
•avid Chain died while Agency
empowered. exchange for the preserva
lallenging the logging Headway however was lost tion of priceless land dis
ctivities of the Pacific last week, when the ene gusts me. The fate of
umber Co., which were mies of land-use regulation Maxxam's stock market
aking place above Grizzly created quite a lose-lose sit value doesn't hinge on their
-reek
in
California's uation for those concerned right to clear cut forests and
dumboldt County.
about American forests.
ravage the surrounding
Chain was a member of
In what is feared to be a lands, yet 1/2 billion in tax
arth First, a group of envi trend-setting
action, payer money is seeing to
ronmentalists dedicated to Maxxam Corp., owner of that Maxxam's coffer's
reserving natural habitats Pacific Lumber, agreed not remain fat from it. (Pacific
r»r endangered wildlife. to cut various tracts of for Lumber was however NOT
>• pparently,
loggers est in Northern California, responsible for the few trees
Wiployed by Pacific, and in exchange for a settlement that were cut down last
red of their jobs being of $250 million from the week in the Knoles lawn
1 reatened by enviromen- Federal Government, and area.)
ILEX ALDRICH
Itaff Writer

COMPILED BY JOE DEVERA

Do you have classes that are
disrupted by the groundskeepers?
My mentor class is
disrupted by leaf
blowers, but it
keeps me up.
-Sharon Chan
Freshman
It's kind of hard to
do my labs outside
while trying to
avoid falling trees.

Yes, my professor
cussed them out.
I've never seen him
so mad.
-Elizabeth Ensiso
Sophomore
• •••••••••
:
:•••

•

.•

No, because three
of my classes are in
the same
classroom, and the
classroom doesn't
have windows.
-Andrew Parrish

are you
crazy?! Of course!
Megan Welty
Junior

( t
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Who do our U.S. Representatives represent?
:
r medical shutting
d-inttincr down nerves and
tion ofr cocaine
for
use didn't rouse a crowd of preventing pain signals
teenagers to rush for the from being transmitted to
the brain. Chemotherapy
The
House
of nearest drug-dealer, so why patients assert that marijua
Representatives
recently would the legalization of na relieves nausea after a
passed a resolution which marijuana do this?
It's interesting that one of chemotherapy treatment,
said that marijuana, as an
and people who suffer from
addictive and hazardous the reasons given for pass glaucoma, a disease of the
ing
this
bill
is
that
marijua
drug, should not be legal
na is a highly addictive eye, are given marijuana to
ized for medical use.
drug
with "no plausible relieve inter ocular pres
A statement released by
sure.
the House Republican medical benefits." Aren't
In spite of these medical
morphine
and
cocaine
high
Conference said, "The reso
benefits,
Congress still
lution is based on numerous ly addictive drugs which refuses to legalize marijua
committee hearings, testi are legal for medical use? na for medical use. Their
mony and research present Isn't alcohol a highly addic justification of this is that
ed, all of which conclude tive drug with no medical marijuana "is harmful to
that marijuana not only con benefits? (except that red one's health when smoked."
tains no plausible medical wine may reduce the risk of This seems like a ridiculous
benefits, but is harmful to heart disease)
that
Morphine 13
is a i.e.,-.,....narcotic argument,
lVlOrpillIIC
—0
, considering
, jone's health when smoked."
prescribed to patients with cigarettes are the leading
Other supporters of the res ,
.
.
T. 1
• J ~ cause of Vioart
IQPARP and
heart H
disease
and
olution argued that legaliz chronic pain. It has side lung cancer. How many
effects
including
respiratory
ing marijuana for medical
people have died from ciga
use would give teenagers depression and nausea, but rette smoking? How many
is
still
a
legal
medical
drug.
the wrong idea.
people have died from mar
This is a strange argu Marijuana's only side effect ijuana smoking?
ment. The assumption is is an increase in appetite.
If Congress is trying to
Cocaine is used as a local
that if marijuana is legal
save
our lives, smoking cig
ized for medical purposes, anesthetic and a vassal con arettes should be illegal, not
more teenagers will smoke strictor. Recent research at smoking marijuana. If alco
marijuana or think that the University of California, hol, morphine, cocaine, and
smoking marijuana is a San Francisco shows that tobacco are legal, then marihealthy habit. The legaliza marijuana eases pain by

SARAH CLASS
Pacifican Staff Writer

~7~

tr

SQ

o

juana should be as well.
I'm not arguing that all
marijuana smoking should
be legal, but for medical
purposes, it definitely
should be allowed. It is

\

N

unfortunate that
Representative Dei
the Representative]
really represent the
and their ideals,

The irresponsible public and the media in deni
The Weekly Rant:

II

SCOTT SWITZER
Opinion Editor

~

'

Has anyone noticed what is
going on in the world, outside
of the Clinton Sex Scandal?
Most if not all people will prob
ably answer no, because the
Clinton Scandal is all that has
been covered by the media.
Since the grand jury testimo
ny began, every other piece of
news in the world has been
forced to take the back seat to
daily reports on the fabulous

,
^1. ... ,
^
three: Clinton, Lewinsky and
Starr. In this sense the media
has acted very irresponsible
and unprofessional. These
news organizations have
placed ratings far above what
is truly important, the news.
As far as sex scandals, two
other key figures in the govern
ment have admitted to having
affairs. Congressman Dan
Burton recently admitted to
fathering an illegitimate child,
and Henry Hyde, member of
the judiciary committee in this

ONE HOUR

MARTINIZING
$1.10 Shirts
$3 off Comforters
$3 off Dry Cleaning
with S12 onfci or more

(209) 477-4321
Robinhood Plaza
at Robinhood & Pacific Ave.

cov American public did j
m.ttor has admitted
Admitted to
to having
having in the world. It is time that cov
matter,
what they were elec
his own affair thirty years ago, erage starts focusing on issues
office the first time, :
as
the
power
struggle
in
such
when he was forty. These sto
sure as hell knew vv
ries have been dismissed with Russia and other stories, and
reelected him. The
stop
focusing
completely
on
such excuses as "that was a
breaks
down to one
long time ago" or "Burton is the fabulous three.
things.
Either
these p
The other concern in this
doing the noble thing." Excuse
jumping
on
the
band:
me, but are these dismissals article will be the public. Can
to
increase
their
order
because these two people are you count the amount of for
ity,
they
blinded
thern
not the president or because mer Clinton supporters who
now speak out against him as Clinton's true nature
they are republican.
have an extremely
The bottom line is this: The immoral and a poor public fig
selective memory.
ure?
These
people
act
as
if
this
media has lost it's focus and
It is time for both
scandal
is
an
amazing
discov
taken captive all of us who
and the public to mo
ery,
as
if
Clinton
used
to
be
a
want to know what is going on
not worry, there is su:
choir boy.
Before Clinton was elected as life after Clinton,
A Jolly Good Time!
into office, there were accusa be other issues and <
Noon to 2 am Everyday
tions against him that he had deal with, both nat
•Pool
had a mistress of twelve years, international. I realiz
•Darts
a mistress named Gennifer first step is the hardt
•Pinball
•Sports TVs
Flowers. If this were the only the sake of all of the•World's Best
accusation, the surprise still Clinton and anythi:
Microbrews
would not be understandable. with this scandal,
•Full Bar with
Daily Drink
However, this was not the only step. Move on so that
Specials
accusation and the surprise is country does not drcstagnant swamp th'
2301 I'aciiic Avenue
entirely unwarranted.
Food Served
on the Miracle Mile
12-2 pm &
My point is this: If the nations capital.
937-0228
5-9 pm

It \
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affeine - the drug of choice for college students
iking groggy students awake and alert to endure their early morning regiment
EPH DE VERA
ff Writer

t five in the morning,
mien are struggling to
h the last paragraphs of
r Mentor papers; Om students cram for a
)r exam; and Pacifican
writers begin writing
articles after hours of
istorming.
Dealing
the stresses of college
and never having any
to relax and unwind,
ge students usually
nd on caffeine to boost
mental and physical
*y levels.
Best part of waking
"Revive with Vivarin",
"Do the Dew" medilt is the drug that helps
ents pull all-nighters
e keeping them awake
JSS. Caffeine is the perdrug for college stu5. It works wonders and
aany advantages.

Besides keeping students
awake, caffeine helps to
speed up metabolism in the
body by increasing the oxi
dation of fatty acids. That's
why many athletes, particu
larly runners, use it.
Because it affects metabo
lism, some people use it
during a diet, but it has not
been proven to be too effec
tive.
Another advantage is that
it stimulates the body and
makes us feel more ener
getic instead of sluggish.
Angie Hong, a freshman
pre-pharmacy student, says,
"whenever I need to stay up
late and study for an exam, I
usually go to the Summit
and get some coffee to keep
me alert and awake."
Caffeine also helps to
cure headaches. Many cold
medications and some types
of aspirin have a small
amount of caffeine in them.
Coke, Mountain Dew, Jolt,

and other colas containing
caffeine can be used as alter
natives to cure headaches.
Another substance that
has a small amount of caf
feine in it is chocolate.
Junior Marie Grieve said,
"Chocolate's my favorite
food. It keeps me going with
all the sugar and caffeine in
it."
Caffeine comes in so
many types of forms that
it's hard to avoid. Those
who drink coffee every
morning or have to have at
least five cups of coffee a
day, may be addicted. Many
people do not realize that
they are addicted to this
substance. The best way to
determine addiction is to
observe patterns of caffeine
consumption, such as drink
ing coffee, tea, or cola every
morning, afternoon, or
evening.
Challenge yourself by
staying away from anything

that has caffeine in it. If
withdrawal
symptoms
occur, such as headaches,
irritability, insomnia, or
inability to focus and work
well, then you may be
addicted. The best way to
solve the addiction problem
is to gradually decrease the
amount of caffeine intake
each day, and if withdrawal
symptoms occur, drink a
coke or consume anything
with a small amount of caf
feine.
Just because that caffeine
can be addictive, doesn't
mean that it always is. The
only thing to be careful
about is to overdose on caf
feine. Overdose usually
occurs after exceeding 300
mg per day. (Remember that
Vivarin has 200 mg and a
cup of coffee may have up
to 150 mg or more). If over
dose does occur, insomnia,
restlessness, and stomach
aches are few of the many

effects that may result.
In fact, a friend of mine
pulled an all-nighter drink
ing four cans of Mountain
Dew. Well, the breadsticks
that she ate during the night
didn't taste nor looked very
good after she regurgitated
them at 6:30 in the morning.
(She avoided the breadsticks at the Summit for a
long, long time).
Caffeine is a great drug to
use, just don't over use it. It
has its many benefits to col
lege students. It's also what
gives colas and coffee their
flavor. Caffeine has been a
trend for drinkers. New
products such as Surge,
another type of Mountain
Dew, and Water Joe, caffeinated water, have become
two products that have been
very successful on the mar
ket. So next time you need
an energy uplift, go to a cof
fee shop and enjoy the caf
feine.

ie media watchdog needs to filter throuqh scandal
REW WASHAWER
mbia Daily
ator (Columbia U.)

DC\A/ \A/ACUAIA/CD

gine it is the Super
It is the fourth quarter
close, hard-fought
One side is behind by
nd has managed to
to the opponents 10line,
let's
say.
ver, it is now fourth
and a yard or two to
th almost no time left,
football fans this is a
nt of
paramount
•tance, one that will be
n about in the history
one that will become
football lore.
, imagine that before
istorical play we all
pate
even
starts,
the ball is snapped,
feree calls a penalty,
results in a loss of
Possession changes,
over. What would the
result be? The referee
most likely be drawn
quartered, at least in
lelf-respecting football

town.
Step back into our current
political drama now. The
world teeters on economic
collapse. Terrorism is a crip
pling reality. At home, vital
ly important issues of the
way we finance campaigns
are under investigation,
and, consequently, issues of
who gets heard in the halls
of government are up for
discussion.
Everyone
awaits: Fourth and One.
What the U.S. as a world
leader and as a domestic
community does now will
have truly historical impli
cations.
Now, instead of a snap,
instead of decision-making,
the media calls a foul. Sure,
Ken Starr, Linda Tripp, and
a host of others orchestrate
the actual discovery of the
wrongdoing.
However,
their charges are politically
toothless without the media
feeding frenzy sure to fol
low their revelations. The
media, sadly, is all too ready
to oblige any call of foul

.1

.

1 .

.

that might create sensation,
no matter what its effects on
America's democracy and
capacity to make decisions
at home and abroad.
In our political life, the
media acts as a referee.
Journalists make a career of
holding
our
leaders
accountable. This is an
important role; America
needs a watchdog. No one
voter has the time or the
desire to investigate every
detail of political goings-on,
so we leave it to the media.
In much the same way, ath
letes prefer to focus on play
ing. No one on the field
would trust the opposition
to make calls, so a party
charged with nothing but
enforcing fairness (the refer
ee) is instituted.
However, good referees
know when to show discre
tion. If every player knew
that any infraction on any
minor point would always
be called, or that any com
plaint by the opposition
would result in a penalty,

. . .

sports would be paralyzed.
Fouls and penalties are
called for when they unfair
ly influence outcomes. It is
the referee's job to insure a
smooth flow of the game,
not to be Inquisitor in Chief.
The media echoes Salem
and McCarthy in its quest
for advertising dollars and
ratings points, however.
Mention sex and the presi
dent, true or not, and a foul
you shall have. Play shall be
stopped, administrations
crippled. Whose interest
does this serve, though?
Has knowing that the presi
dent behaved as an imma
ture
pleasure
seeker
strengthened our democra
cy any? Would we all be in
dire straits if we never knew
about the stained dress?
Letting Clinton's affair
die quietly and be resolved
privately would have affect
ed our government and our
country not at all. It was not
treason or influence ped
dling. National security was
not compromised, no con

^

stituency was hurt. Still, in a
moment of global impor
tance, the referee decided to
stop play and call foul. This
is why the American public
is up in arms at the press'
handling of this affair. It
was an unnecessary call.
The American press of the
'90s needs to look at just
who it wants to serve.
Among people of ambi
tion, such as those who hold
high public office, scandal is
probabilistically likely to be
there. Do we want an
inquisitive referee looking
for every small infraction,
possibly crippling political
dialogue in the process? Or
is the press' watchdog role
better confined to more
important violations? I
believe most Americans
heartily see the second as
more appropriate, and this
over-zealousness of the
press is what has led to the
cries of "Kill the Ref!"
resounding throughout the
country.

I
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Stockton extends to the Mediterranean
THE PACIFICAN
The Northern Italian City
of Parma became Stockton's
fifth sister city. As the first
European city to be related to
Stockton, the premier events
to celebrate this partnership
were the finest.
Six government officials for
Parma were invited to City
Hall for unofficial and official
activities.
Carlo Dall'Aglio
led the sister city team during
their visit in Stockton. He is
the head of Provincia di
Parma Attivita Productive, a
governmental body engaging
30 Italian cities and towns.
Sister City President Jack

Laven, Stockton Mayor Gary
I'odesto, and Sister City offi
cial Dall'Aglio signed a docu
ment establishing the formal
agreement between the cities.
The formalities concluded at
the September 15 City
Council
meeting,
where
Podesto presented Dall'Aglio
a proclamation.
Accompanying Dall'Aglio
were Michele Speroni, who is
also associated with the
Provincia di Parma Attivita
Productive, Camillo Catelli,
the manufacturer of food pro
cessing equipment used in the
valley for more than 25 years.
Guissepe Pavarani, director of
a consortium for fashion com

panies, Enzo Molina, a
University of Parma profes
sor, and Graziano Cenci,
director of a technical voca
tional school also comprised
the delgation.
The touring delegation met
with the San Joaquin County
Board of Supervisors, the
presidents of San Joaquin
Delta
College and
the
University of the Pacific, and
the San Joaquin Partnership/
Business Council.
During their stay the
Stockton sister-city officials
visited the Port of Stockton,
St. Joseph's Medical Center,
Pixie Woods, the Children's
Museum,
—•—•' the World Wildlife
vviiumv

i

c
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Museum and Brookside.
Hosting the events, din
ners, receptions, and other
social activities were the I THE PACIFICAN
Pacific Italian Alliance and the
Monday Night f
California Italian School of
|Thursday Night 1
Language and Culture.
GIF. Saturday Nigf
Later that week, the dele
j With the fall televisii
gates were the guest of the
grams well under wa
Stockton Opera Associate.
They enjoyed an Italian bistro
seem as
buffet and an opera, "Viva
| Wednesday nights
Italia!" at University of the
I stand a bit of entertai
Pacific's Faye Spanos Concert
but what to do?
Hall.
As excited as you 1
Other sister cities include
about flic Pacifican 1
Empalme, Foshan, Shimzue,
out the next day, yot
and Llollo in Mexico, China,
use your time doing
Japan, and the Philipines
thing more fun than f
respectively.
through your TV Guid
Rescuing you fron
eternal mid-week bore
., .
the returning "intern
their purpose in their mis
Folk Dancing" club 1
sion, "Chi Alpha exists to
UOP. On that day h
reconcile students to Christ,
Home Improvement
transforming the university
Friends you can let the
marketplace,
and
the
relax as you spud ypm
world." Their mission is to
to. From 7:30 to 9:3d
encourage growth in student
mind won't be vegetal
relationships with the spirit
the introductory lesson:
of God and others.
new tricks to tired feet
Club activities include ser
special learners who
vices and group events after
taken this opportunity:
wards. After every Friday
won't be left to danc
meeting an event is put
same
steps
repett
together that invites all
Intermediate and adw
;<
! guests get to
levels are available toft
know each other. "We go to
Your adventures i
Oak Park and ice skate, the
International Folk $
movies, a party..." added
Club will absorb sontf
Laura Benson of Chi Alpha.
culture shock that is i
She and the majority of the
to first time travefetf
group would like to "over
lessons
will
come negative stereotypes of
Scandinavian,
Christians by actively living
Central Europear
a life that resembles that of
Eastern and Balkan <
esus Christ." A fundamen
tal priority of the group is
be the swing class op
constant growth and encourstudents are so
agement. The members of
Chi Alpha believe in what it

The eternity fraternity: Chi Alpha
R.K. STEPHENS
R.K.STEPHENS
Metro Editor

non-denominathe week the non-denomina
tional Christian group meets
in corams, small group bible
Chi Alpha...you might be studies. That is "Latin for the
asking yourself if that is a vvord presence, because we
new Greek fraternity on meet together in the presence
Campus? No, it isn't. The of God," defines student
club s name is Latin meaning leader, Christina Flowers.
Christos Apostoli or Christ's
These ambassadors of
Ambassadors. Those stu Christ are a "support system;
dents
looking
for •I have
made
of the
,
, on campus
•
o —•
•
iimill' some or
a place where they belong, greatest friendships at Chi
finH,USI.a| fiaCe tC> 5°" may
find what they need in Chi
Alpha.
I he club meets regularly
on Fridays at 8 PM in the Z
building. During the rest of

rt,;
,
Chi Alpha is international
ly known as "one of the
largest student Christian
organizations in the world,"
continued
the
leader.
Flowers discussed how the
organization is managed, she
said it is "focused on the
needs of college students."
About 80 people attend the
Friday night meeting regu
larly. Two full-time campus
pastors, Sandy Sloane and
Tim Smith oversee the pro-

AIpha'" Flowers saidThe
network of friends is for students as a place for encour
agement and growth in rela RSS 'rainins
for the student leaders.
tionships with God and each
As an organization on
other.
campus, they have justified

Line, circle, couple

gar„n„,hdo

,or

indh"d->

Encouraging this essence
«e the studem leaders, two
ordained
pastors
of
^versity of the Pacific, and
two
iteming
pastors.

Members „r Chi Alpha members at their 1997 Christmass formal

thm the small, single-sex

See Eternity, page 77

[taught Please we#j
>led, non-markir
| Folk dancing is free
Sign-up at the 1
. hce in McCaffrey
Any other inform^
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RHA continues their success
HENRY CHAN
Guest Writer
For the past few days lead
ing
up
to
Saturday
September 26, the Residence
Hall Association (RHA) had
been busily working on our
annual leadership confer
ence. The leadership confer
ence
took
place
on
September 26 for members of
all community councils from
1 to 3:30 p.m. inside Knowles
hall. The conference was
labeled a success from just
about everyone. Though the
turnout was significantly
less than last year, all of
RHA's goals for the confer
ence were met. The confer
ence started with quick
introductions and a keynote
speaker, ASUOP President
Russell Marzette speaking
on leadership. From there

the attendants went to vari
ous programs during two
presentations.
There were various pro
grams presented that were
directed towards residence
communities.
With pro
grams by Solyn Laney, Ben
Cooper, Joe Martinez, and
Cari Stammpler, everyone
learned something from the
conference. There were pro
grams on "how to make a
program", "motivation", and
"how to run a meeting."
RHA Executives met with
executives from other resi
dence communities during
the first session at roundtables discussions.
RHA would like to thank
their guests for speaking and
presenting programs at this
year's
conference,
and
everyone who attended the
conference. Everyone con
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Z ¥ 5
tributed to make it a success.
In other RHA news, A
Alpha Kappa Lambda
National Communication B
Anti-Prohibition is
Coordinators have been ^
here! We are looking forbusily preparing for the
Pacific
Affiliates
of ^ ward to seeing everyone
University Residence Halls E getting their groove on
night,
conference at San Jose State <f> tomorrow
on November 6-8. Delegate p Congratulations to our
spots have been filled and £ new pledges, we hope the
next six weeks are kind to
preparations for travel and
participation are taking place A you! The men of AKL look
as you read this. This confer M forward to Anchor Splash
ence is a very important N this weekend.
Alpha Kappa Phi
opportunity for UOP's RHA Q
The men of Alpha
to meet and share informa J-J
Kappa Phi-Archania have
tion.
Just some announcements: " had a great semester thus
RHA is planning a treasure A far. We began the new
hunt, a weeklong competi Y term with our 11 new
of
which
tion
for
communities. A members,
Southwest will be having £ Jonathan O'Connor and
Joe Le Bel organized our
their annual Haunted House
on
October
31 k 15th annual Teeter Totter
(Halloween!!!). Get ready to Y Marathon. O'Connor was
P instrumental in raising
be scared, Boo.
H over $5,000 for the Mary
c Graham
Children's
Center.
On Sept. 17 we held the
E annual Teeter Totter
drink in hand. Catch up with O Brunch where we presentold friends, raise money for A ed the check to the chil
your organization, meet alum li dren's home, thank you
ni, or just enjoy the upbeat
to all faculty and adminisatmosphere. Maybe the 1930s
tration who attended.
will send gangsters running M For the past two weeks,
around in the day's surprises. A Joe Devany and Russ
Get ready for the main K Hofman have led the
event, as ASUOP brings the
house in our Sweethart
entertainment of the day to £2 Rush.
The men of
you. There will be the annual ^ Archania proudly honor
Lip Sync Competition as well O our 57th Belle, Ms. Debbie
as the finger-popping beats of P Bloem of Delta Gamma,
a swing band! "What big ^ as well as our 15 new
band," you ask? Just wait and
see for yourself at "Swinging E T Z A B X A E ^
into Fall Festival." Until the
next update, brush up on your
Lindy-Hop and get into the
swing theme.

UOP swings into Fall Festival
HELEN JARRETT
Guest Writer
For those of you wondering
if there is going to be a Fall
Festival this year...the answer
is YES... a big zoot-suit YES!
Prepare to jump the night
away at this year's "Swinging
into Fall Festival," the hippest
event of the year. The days of
A1 Capon and world of Dick
Tracy will meet the 21st
Century college life, promis
ing to be nothing less than an
experience to remember.
On October 17,11-2 p.m. on
Atchley Walkway, coordina
tors will bring the music that
is taking America by storm to
UOP. The campus will be con

Continued from page 10

bible study groups, corams,
there are "special moments
that happen that you just
can't get during the large
group meetings as far as
developing close friendships
and being involved in one
each other's lives." She
believes in the club's theme
to have "Passion for God,
Compassion for People."

verted into the 1930s where
jiving tunes of big bands came
blaring out of every club and
the hip wore classic soot-suits
and two-tone shoes.
Like every year, the festival
gives students the opportuni
ty to promote their organiza
tions
from
booths.
Applications are available at
McCaffrey Center. The Spirit
of Swing will surely be high
for the incentive to win two
$100 prizes for Best Booth and
Best Sprit of UOP. There will
be arts and crafts vendors and
of course the traditional festi
val food. Munch on a hot dog
as you wind your way
through the booths, or sit
under a shady tree with a cool
This message is the theme at
all 7 bible study groups, the 3
male corams, and 4 female
corams. Chi Alpha is com
mitted to actively promoting
their beliefs through their
meetings, activities, and ser
vices.
"We are structured for
outreach to the college cam
pus. We focus on the needs
of students at UOP and Delta
College," adds Flowers.
Flowers affirmed, "wher

x

ever you are in your relation
ship with God, whatever
your needs, it is the desire of
Chi Alpha to give each stu
dent the biblical teaching and
relational support to grow in
their faith." The non-denom
inational Christian group
invites everyone to attend
their weekly meetings, and
to experience "a different
kind of RUSH."

Yucatan chicken
Steak fajitas

p 0

n

A

sweethearts.
The
Belle
and
Sweethearts were present 4*
ed to the student body,
faculty, and administra £2
tion on Friday, Sept. 25 in Y
the Presidents' Room.
T
Alpha Phi Omega
A-Phi-O is happy to I
announce that we have P
fifteen new pledges, and 0
we wish them the best of
luck during the next few
0
weeks. We will be partici
pating in many upcoming N
events and service pro M
jects. Stop by at our Fall 1
Festival booth to say Hi. A
Delta Delta Delta
O
Fall Pledging is well
under way and our S
newest members are more E
outstanding each day. We A
wish good luck for every ¥
one participating this
N
weekend
in
Delta
Gamma's Anchor Splash. N
T
Pi Kappa Alpha
The men of Pi Kappa K
Alpha are pleased to rec E
ognize their new pledge A
class of Fall 1998. Our
pledges have proven to be 0
excellent students and £2
make up a well-rounded E
class. It is great to have all P
of them participating in
T
our pledge program. We
extend an open invitation
to everyone to come over Y
to our house at any time 1
during the year for a visit. O

z

n

r K A M N O r i G

n

p

Opening
Soon for
Sunday
Breakfast
• Quesadilias
• Fish tacos

"A fresh flavorful up-grade
to the Miracle Mile..."
Stockton Record
Mon - Sat 11 am to 2 pm & 5 pm to 9 pm
2311 Pacific Avenue Stockton, CA 95204
(209) 465-4453

METRO.
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Lynn Kuebeck: UOP's Chief Information
LARA ZAMANSKY
Calendar Editor
As you walk around cam
pus this fall semester you
may notice many new faces.
Of course these new faces
include all the new stu
dents, but what you proba
bly didn't know is that UOP
has many new people on
staff. With every new face,
whether it belongs to a stu
dent or a faculty member, it
is always nice to have new
people around to lend you
their fresh ideas and advice.
UOP has also created some
new positions to welcome
new faculty to the school.
One of the newly created
positions goes to a very
friendly
woman,
Lynn
Kuebeck.
A special position was
created in the Office of the
Provost for Lynn Kuebeck.
Kuebeck
is
the
new
Associate Provost and Chief
Information Officer for
UOP. Her office is tucked
away near the Human
Resources
Department.
Inside her office, she and

her staff are a part of a huge
world filled with informa
tion about technology, com
puters and education.
Kuebeck has a very inter
esting educational back
ground as an alumni of
Purdue
University
in
Indiana. While completing
her BA in computer science,
she took a systems analysis
class where she dealt with
various people and comput
er technologies. Here in this
class she realized that this
was the field where she
wanted to be.
Kuebeck
believed she could change
the lives of people using the
technologies of the comput
er world. Kuebeck then
went on to receive her MA
from the Krannert School of
Purdue.
Keubeck has traveled
with her family all around
the country in search for the
job she could make a differ
ence in. She comes here to
UOP from Norfolk, Virginia
where she worked at a
school with eighteen thou
sand students ( a tad bit big
ger then UOP), for two

YOU BREW YOUR OWN
B E E R , W I N E or M E A D
Appointments Available

957-8087

Bill & Lorraine Fulks
Thursday & Friday 4:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Saturday 12:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Sunday 12:00 pm - 6:00 pm
(Bmxhi&Paifi)

PODESTO'S
Now Open!f
Serving all your favorite Ben & jerry's
including Cherry Garcia and Phish Food
• Come in for a free taste
• Also serving sundaes and shakes
• New outdoor eating cafe
Ben & Jerry's ice cream truck will be at Podesto's
Oct. 10th Noon to 4 - Free Samples

6725 Pacific Ave.
in Lincoln Center

fC£

MOP

years. UOP offered new
opportunities for her and
her career, so out to
California she traveled and
hopefully this is where she
will stay.
As Associate Provost and
Chief Information Officer
Kuebeck deals with all the
new advances and problems
of the computer and phone
networks here on campus.
This is only her fifth week
here at UOP and she says
that she is definitely enjoy
ing the technological world
that her career offers. She is
also glad to be a part of the
UOP faculty because of the
wonderful people, faculty
and students that she works
with. She has had many dif
ferent positions in manage
ment over the years.
Kuebeck started as a busi
ness consultant where she
analyzed different kinds of
technological systems. In
addition to working in the
field of technology, Kuebeck
has also had some experi
ence in the world of writing.
She has written and pub
lished a book on process

Lynn Kubech solves communication problems at UOPredesign.
Kuebeck has dealt with
many people who have
helped her to become what
she is today, but the one
person that sticks out in her
mind having made a lasting
impression was her comput
er science professor. Her
professor was one of the
first women in the computer
field to guide her along and
show her many of the perks
and benefits in the technolo
gy industry. Kuebeck and

her family have had
make many changes in the
lives to adjust to new em
ronments and through it a.
Kuebeck has always triedio;
maintain an optimistic: loci
on life. Kuebeck's person#
rule of thumb is to stay
itive and improve ever
thing that she does.
Lynn Kuebeck, a
ver
intelligent and
friend!'
woman, is now a part of
UOP faculty helping '
serve her students.

Great internships await
all Pacific students
BUD SWANSON
Guest Writer
As the number of college
graduates entering the job
market increases every year,
the competition for jobs is
intensifying. As a result col
lege students everywhere are
scrambling to establish a
competitive edge in the job
market. One readily avail
able and frequently over
looked option for a student
trying to enhance a resume is
an academic internship.
The Career and Internship
Center at UOP has an excel
lent internship program uti
lizing a diverse group of
companies and organiza
tions.
This summer the
Career and Internship center
placed
students
with
Andersen
Consulting,
Lawrence Livermore Labs,

A&M Records, Bill Graham
Presents and many other
businesses.
While the Career and
Internship Center can pro
vide an internship for all
interested
students,
Associate Director Jody
Smith recommends, "stu
dents apply early in order to
secure the best possible
internship".
Because a
lengthy process is involved
in developing a suitable
internship program it is criti
cal for those students inter
ested in a spring or even
summer internship to visit
the Career and Internship
Center immediately.
Students should not over
look the benefits of an intern
ship because the advantages
extend beyond work experi
ence. As Krista Anderson, a
Senior Business major, who

interned for Enterprise Re:
A Car, explained,
"It pr
pares people who Have n>
had a lot of experience for a
the aspects of a corpora:
environment, like workir
with other people and ho
to maintain professions
ism."
For students interested i:
internships in Washingto:
DC, Dr. Gene Alpert frorThe Washington Center w i!
be on campus today. Alper
will be meeting with stu
dents in the McCaffrc
Center Pine Room at 12:i
All students and faculty a~
welcome.
Academic Internships
available to all students,
more information, conta.
the Career and Internshi.
Center located across Pac;:
Avenue, In McConchie H.
946-2361.
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'G hosts Splash
[>lta Gamma sorority at
lersity of the Pacific is
ing its annual fund-raising
Sunday Oct. 4, at the
Fic Aquatic Center from 1
|-4p.m.
aed after the sorority's
5l, Anchor Splash is a
iming event among fratersororities and residence
I that features zany and tranal water-realy events.
Ich team competes in five
of water relays, a synlized swimming routine
1 "Mr. Anchor Splash" perice. Delta Gamma chapall over the United States
Canada and England hold
competitions, making
Hor Splash one of the

largest Greek fund-raisers
worldwide.
Delta Gamma gives all the
money raised to the Stockton
Blind Center in support of its
national philanthropy, Aid to
the
Blind
and
Sight
Conservation. Money is raised
through the sale of T-shirst and
through
donations
from
Stockton merchants.
Last
year's Anchor Splash raised
more than $2,000.
Chanthi Lune, director of
Anchor Splash said, "All UOP
students, alumni and facutly,
along with residents of the
community are encouraged to
attend this free event. There
will be plenty of music and
entertainment."

ASUOP Presents
division of ASUOP and author of Living With
wn
as
"ASUOP the Enemy. She will be at
ents" is responsible for UOP's McCaffrey Center
;ramming various types Theater on October 7 at 7
events, activities and p.m.
kend excursions for stuKPAC RADIO - Heather
s. Fall Festival is one of Brandt,
manager
of
current projects. This ASUOP's KPAC Radio, is
lal event co-sponsored pleased this semester with
LSUOP Presents is filled the remarkable turnout of
games, booths, all interested Dj's. She current
s of foods, and various ly has 38 DJ's whose shows
ormances by some local can be heard in the Summit.
ips. It also gives stu- KPAC, otherwise known as
ts a chance to get to "The Fabulous Sounds of
iv the many campus stu- , Now" is a student-run radio
clubs and ofganiza- station that airs on Tiger TV,
>. This year Fall Festival Cable channel 2. Stay tuned
heduk'd for October 17 for more information on
will be located on show times.
iley Way which is locatASUOP
REGULAR
letween the McCaffrey MEETINGS OPEN TO THE
ter and Knoles Hall,
PUBLIC - The ASUOP
luch sooner on our cal- Senate and Cabinet meet on
ar ASUOP Presents is a regular basis. Hie Senate
ging you a trip to see the is the legislative branch of
ical "Chicago" in San ASUOP and the Cabinet
icisco on October 3rd. If consists of the Executive
are interested in musi- Branch. Their meetings are
reater and would like to held every Tuesday on alter
iy a trip to San Francisco, nating weeks. The next
the ASUOP office locat- meeting is a cabinet meeting
m the second level of the at 7 p.m. on Tuesday
laffrey Center, across October 6 and Senate will be
the Summit.
meeting
on
Tuesday,
>n October 7th, ASUOP October 13 at 8 p.m. Both
ients is also bringing you meetings take place in the
visual journey" into vio- Pine Room located next to
e and relationships by the ASUOP Office on the
ina Ferrato, an award- second
level
of
the
ning
photojournalist McCaffrey Center.
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Vanities, "Sneakily Stinging/'
and appearing at Pacific
Department of Theatre
Arts
"Vanities is very much
like an old, cherished year
book: they both open up
windows to a past fondly
remembered but seldom as
wonderful as the memo
ries." Do you know the feel
ing of being so close to a
group of friends that you
know that nothing in the
world will tear you apart?
This is how Vanities, the
play that The Department of
Theatre Arts is opening its
season with, begins. The bit
tersweet comedy opens in
1963 when the three charac
ters, Joanne, Kathy, and
Mary are ambitious high
school cheerleaders, all shar
ing the same goal: getting
the crowd pepped up for the
football game. The women
are not driven by individual
ity, but rather popularity.
And nothing would tear
them apart.

As time moves on, the
audience sees the three
women as they are about to
graduate from college. As
they try to plan sorority
rush, they also anticipate the
changes in their lives after
graduation. Though they
are still the best of friends,
the audience is beginning to
see some individual charac
teristics that draw the
women in different direc
tions.
Many years later, the three
women get together for a
brief reunion. Their lives
have taken different paths
and their friendship is
ambiguous. It's similar to
picking up your high school
yearbook, giving an old
friend a call, and finding it
very hard to keep a conver
sation.
Playwright Jack
Heifner captures this feeling
of realism alarmingly well in
Vanities.
"Side-splittingly funny at
times, razor sharp in its

depiction of an era, the play
captures the spirit of women
so caught up in the allAmerican game plan that
they don't realize that the
game has been called on
account of rain." Vanities
gets its title from the vanity
tables that the women retreat
to during intermissions to
change their appearance as
the time changes in full view
of the audience, but an
undertone exists that the
vanity of the American myth
is being examined as well.
The play, starring Beth
Henderson,
Rebecca
Sponsellar, and Shannon
Darin, will open in the
DeMarcus Brown Studio
Theatre, on UOP's south
campus, October 9. The
play will continue that
weekend, as well as the fol
lowing weekend, with tow
performances 011 October 17.
Ticket information can be
obtained through the UOP
Box Office at 946-2UOP.

If you haven't told your
family you're an
organ and tissue donor,
you're not.
To be an organ and tissue donor, even if youve
signed something, you must tell your family now
so thev
can earrv
V
V out «/vour decision later. For a

D O N A T I O N
Share your life. Share your decision?

free brochure on how to talk to your family, call

1-S00-355-SHARE.

Coalition on Donation

T H E

Friday
October 2 1998
Pacific Pantheon of the
Arts Fund-raiser
6:00 pm
call 946-2391
Regent Beverly Wilshire
in verly Mills

P A C I F I C A N

ALENDAR

Gurdjieff Discussion
Group
5:00 -7:00 pm
Location: Gallery
call 466-0194
Maxwell's Bookmark

Saturday
October 3 1998

Soccer xame with
"Exvpanding Your
University of Idaho
Horizons"
7:00 PM
Math
and
Science
call UOP Box Office for tick Conference for girls in 6th ets, 946-2UOP
12th grade
Stagg Stadium
8:00 am
Honors Concert with the call 946-3071
Symphonic Wind
Ensembi
Ensemble and University Open House for prospec
tive doctor of pharmacy
Symphony Orchestra
students
8:00 PM
Gen. Admission $3, free to call the pharmacy depart
ment for more info.
UOP students
Faye Spanos Concert Hall

Want To Make A
Difference in the World?

*
Start Here at UOP
Become a Resident Assistant
Or a Student Adviser

Field Hockey Game with
UC Davis
1:00 PM
Free and open to public
Brookside Field

"Stotytime With
Musician Bob Hobbs'
11:00 am
Location: Poet's Corner
call 466-0194
Maxwell's Bookmark
"Basic Investment
Terminology"
Financial
Education
Workshops
10:00 am
Location: Gallery
call Tina Wells Lee at 9578100

Maxwell's Bookmark

Sunday
October 4 1998
Catholic Mass
9:30 am
Morris Chapel

"The International
Criminal Court:
Prospects and Pitfalls"
Tuesday World Forum
Guest
Speaker:
Prof.
Stephen McCaffrey
12:00 PM
Call 946-2650
McGeorge School of Law

Recital HarPsichord
8:00 PM
S™ Admissi°n 53 free to
UOP students
Morris Chapel

Pacifican,

Deadline: Monday; October 12

Tuesday
October 6 1998

Music for Sunday
Emeriti Concert
3:00 PM
Gen. Admission S3, free to
UOP students
Faye Spanos Concert Hall

Student Advisers:
Student Advising Center 1st Floor
946-2177

Monday Night Music
Series with Steve Solari
7:00 - 10:00 PM
Location: Poet's Corner
call 466-0194
Maxwell's Bookmark

"Evensong"
5:30 PM
Morris Chapel

Office of Residential Life and Housing 2nd Floor
946-2331

Resident Assistants:

Monday
October 5 1998

Soccer game with Boise
State
12.00 PM
call 946-2UOP for tickets
Stagg Stadium

To
advertise
or place a
classified
ad in The

Positions Available for the 1999-2000 Academic Year
Applications are Available in Bannister Flail

Anna Villegas author of
"Swimming Lessons"
6:00 PM
Location: Poet's Corner
call 466-0194
Maxwell's Bookmark

call

946-2114

LARA IT
CALENDAR
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Wednesdo
October 7 V.

Katie O'Brien
8:00 PM
Location: Front Win
call 466-0194
Maxwell's Bookma

Thursday
October 8 7<

International econ
mist: David Keelin
11:45 am
George Wilson Hal
Women's Volleybal
with UC Irvine
7:00 PM
call 946-2UOP for ticl
Spanos Center
Green Party Mee
7:00 - 9:00 PM
Location: Book No<
call Jim Barton 448

SJCRA Book Club
7:00 PM
Location: Book Nook
call 466-0194
Maxwell's Bookmark

Friday
October 9 19\

"Storytime'
11:00- 11:30 am
Location: Poet's Corner
call 466-0194
Maxwell's Bookmark

Pacific Theater Arts
"Vanities"
8:00 PM
call 946-2UOP for tick
DeMarcus Brown SW
Theater

semejVUStiCe Network
5:30- 8:30 PM
Location: Gallery
call 466-0194
Maxwell's Bookmark

"Finding The Wiw"''
Edge"
Coach Bill Walsh
6:00 - 9.00 PM
call Chris Andersona'
0194
,
Maxwell's Bookm^

Game Night
7:°0 - 10:00 PM
Location: Cafe
call 466-0194
Maxwell's Bookmark

OCTOBER 1, 1998
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Coming up...

Employment opportunities abound at
Hayward job fair
Are you looking for a job? Come out to the Hay ward Job Fair on Saturday, October 3 1998 The iobfairNbeinv
H^»fd fro™ 11:00 ™ ' «»™"S lha. wfflbl
recruiting include BART, the Department of Developmental Services, Enterprise Rent a Car, Providian Financial
.0^dna8y IXmm of^SA«>pl-n,anyolhers.Everyone,sencouraged

Y

Gregory Vietz
Owner

HEMff'S
COCKTAILS

Where You Can Throw Your Nuts on the Floor

Stockton's Best Kept Secret

Tues: $1 tequilla shots
Wed: $2 Millers +
South Park
at 10:00 PM
Thurs: $1 Bud's

Party on the Weekends!!

Stockton Symphony Association:

(209)941-4272
1328 E. Harding Way * Stockton, CA 95205

Bringing the World to our Community

43 YEARS of QUALITY

The Stockton Symphony Association- the fourth oldest symphony in California- announces its 72nd concert
season, and it s fourth year with Maestro Peter Jaffe as musical director. In October the Stockton Symphony will
begin its season by Bringing the World to our Community!" Some of the world's greatest performers will be
1Ortober'll a??(M PM
Thl19?819 C?.ncert season be§ins Friday- October 9, at 8:00 PM and
Sunday
f
sunaay, October
11 at 3.00 PM. Season InH
and individual
tickets are now on sale and may be purchased through
at
n
209
951
AS y^&ayT '°
- -°196'
<*«««»•» ™

^ ^^

"Romeo and Juliet" comming to St Mary's

SS J S
^ll

ImoLdn^

P^en|:5n§ "Romeo and Juliet" on October 15,16,17 and 18 at the
a
moi I'g 7'5648N
™
SK I 5 Dorado Street. Performances will take place Thursday at 7:00 PM, Friday at 8:00
PM, Saturday at 8.00 PM, plus there will also be two afternoon matinees at 2:00 PM on Saturday and Sunday All
es^a
957^ d°°rS ^ 3 Ha" h°Ur bef°re CUrtato' For h""1" W

«SH||3|

"Manny's"

oalifbnua ZFresh
Breast of Chicken Sandwich
Marinated Carved from the Bone
From the Ranch to Us
San Francisco's Best

Hamburger

We use 100% ground fresh chuck.
The livestock is fed the purest
natural feeds without the use of
growth hormones or antibiotics

Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh Herbs

Barbequed Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Oven

Rotisserie Roasted
Breast of Turkey
Sandwich
BLT Sandwich

Bienvenidos Amigos To:

Kappa Alpha Theta would
like to congratulate and welcome
our fourteen wonderful new
members to the house
Debbie Abernathy
Nikki Kohn
Erin Baxter
Debbie Merz
Thea Brown
Michelle Nightengale
Angela Contessoto
Moira Patterson
Sarah Duke
Katie Pidanick
Jessica Ford
Alicia Santos
Rochelle Gould
Nicole Takehara

TEPA TAQUERIA
REAL M E X I C A N

FAST F O O D

• Tacos
Tamales
• Tortas
Combinaciones
• Nachos
Quesadillas
• Camarones
Enchiladas
• Burritos
Hot Plates
• Carnitas
• Menudo y Birria Sat. & Sun.

_

1205 W. March Lane
Stockton, CA 95207
(209) 476-8802

Open Daily 10:00 AM TO 9:00 PM
College Square Shopping Center
NEXT TO MERVYN'S

10% OFF

Hand cut Apple
Smoked Bacon

Now Serving

Fresh Pacific Red Snapper
Fish and Chips
Now Serving

Fresh Deep Fried Blue
Pacific Oysters
Freshly Steamed
Artichokes

Salads
Fresh Squeezed Lemonade
Milk Shakes
Made with Real
Ice Cream
"STOCKTON'S BEST"
FAST FOOD CAFE

1612 Pacific Ave.

463-6415

ATM, VISA, Discover & MasterCard

.CALENDAR
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Classifieds
Help Wanted

s'
|AIaskaEmpToym^^
canne
I Workers earn up to $700+/week - all skill levels! /Vsx
Jus how! (517) 336-4164 ext.A60431.
, .
Jchildcare Earn extra $ working convention childrens I
Jprograms. Temp, P/T, fix. hrs $8.50/hr. Exp. & r e f |Call 800-942-9947.
jTutors Needed: elem, hs subjects. Earn $15-20/hr. Ja< |
|or Joan (408) 227-6685.
|Receptionist position open @ real estate company.
|Need basic office skills, will train in real estate field JCall Elvesa @ Century 21 Properties unlimited
|(209) 752-4333.

For Sale
11994 Chev Camaro Z-28 Beautiful blue, T-top, CD
I changer, AT, A/C, nice tires, power everything and
|more! Call (530) 824-3197.
1 Computer No monitor, laser printer, mouse with
|installation disk, $200. Call (209)932-0243.

See the world from
a whole new perspective.

Sara Campbell

Laurel Heitzman

Amber Clifton

Susan Nedde

Jennie Crane

Gloria Ramos

Stephanie Dodson Stacy SwofTord

We Love You!!I
Delta Delta Delta New Members

mi-nut uiuiihc
MONDAY NICHT
IS LOCALS NICHT
All entices SI 0 and under
including steiL. ncintpi. tri tip. etc.

IZ COMING 10-2-98
llc.

(In house only;

EVERY TABLE HAS A VIEW
Sunday Brunch at 9:30 am
Entertainment - Sometimes!!

www.pepsi.conm/fflitz
pj>i •xsrfttsuraj sy rnwmm

TUESDAY NICHT IS
1/2 PRICE PIZZA NICHT

w*mm**#** ?. i.c

Reservations Available 474-6585
6629 Embareadero Drive. Stockton

Li V I N G
T H E

KIA JORGENSEN
LIVING EDITOR
946-2114

Tales from the pit

P A C I F I C A N
THE PACIFICAN
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Chili Peppers heat up Stockton Civic Theater Top Ten

MATT MARBLE
Staff Writer

Rock is dead and music
these days ends at Puff
Daddy and MTV, right? Well
if you think so, then you
probably weren't at the
Stockton Civic Auditorium
on Sunday, September 20th.
I, on the other hand was
there to witness one of the
most entertaining bands ever
to come out of Los Angeles,
the Red Hot Chili Peppers.
It was the way a rock show
should be: girls in leather,
guys with long hair, and a
huge band at a small venue.
Before the Chili Peppers
came out, the Deftones
kicked the show into high
gear with the metal inspired
fury that is led by vocalist
Chino Moreno's and guitarist
Stephen Carpenter's fast,

grinding
rhythms.
It
appeared that the crowd was
split between the two bands
with the Deftones having a
very strong following and
were even deserving of their
own show at this venue. As
the Deftones set closed out to
many disappointed fans, the
beer gardens began to empty
in preparation for the Chili
Peppers' set.
As the lights went down,
the Peppers exploded into
their first song with the
rhythmic head-bobbing from
bassist Flea and the percus
sive lyrics of singer Anthony
Kiedis. They went through
their funk/rock inspired set
playing such hits as "Soul to
Squeeze," "Higher Ground,"
"I Could Have Lied," "Knock
Me Down," and Flea's own
song, "Pea."
Although they played the

show as well as any seasoned
veteran band could, there
wasn't very much out of
song commentary. Kiedis'
comments often help build
the bridge from which the
band and the audience
derive energy. This lack of
'getting to know' the crowd
makes one wonder if this
show was played by the Chili
Peppers as just another gig
between big venues like LA
or San Francisco. The band
also left "Suck My Kiss" off
the set list which was sur
prising because of its acclaim
from the Blood Sugar Sex
Magic record. Without any of
the onstage antics that Kiedis
and Flea are notorious for,
they still played a great
show.
They rounded out their set
with two popular songs, "My
Friends" and
the 1991

anthem "Under the Bridge"
led
by
guitarist
Jon
Frusciante. This tour marked
the return of Frusciante, the
Peppers' original guitarist
after former guitartist, Dave
Navarro, left to return to tour
with Jane's Addiction.
After one encore, drum
mer Chad Smith signaled the
end of the show by hurling
his bass drum into the air
and finished it off by wreck
ing the rest of his drums. All
in all the Chili Peppers
played an amazing show and
kept the crowd in a state of
pure entertainment. If you
ever have the chance to see
the Red Hot Chili Peppers
live, do your self a favor and
kick down the twenty bucks
for a great show. Thank you
Anthony and Flea for keep
ing rock, as we once knew it,
alive.

A day at the dangerous paintball field

A l F X ALDRICH
AinRiru
ALEX
Staff Writer

Have you ever been hit by
something averaging about
190 miles per hour, and lived
to later brag about it? I have,
dozens of times. It is an
experience I loved and plan
to have again. I speak of
course,
of
paintballing.
Possibly the most intense
and fun game shrouded in
misconceptions and misun
derstandings. Allow me to
dispel the myths.
Instead of taking my dri
ver's test on my 16th birth
day, some friends and I
decided to have a try at a
game where you run around
field and reflect upon your
childhood. The field is made
specifically for you and you
are equipped with air guns
that are filled with paint-pel
lets. As boys we had run
around the streets pretend
ing to be soldiers (probably
politically incorrect now),
but this time we actually had
the chance to act out on our
passions by blasting our

„
companions with paint balls
We borrowed camouflage
gear, practiced our tumul
tous war cries, and headed
to Lion's Den paintball field
in
Southern
California.
There we rented our guns
(important),
paintballs
(equally so), and masks
(most important). The field
marshall divided us into two
teams (red and yellow), and
explained the rules which
included boundaries, gun
safety, and the ins and outs
of capturing the flag, our
game objective.
The whistle blew, and up
shot our adrenaline as we
scrambled at the sound of
incoming paintballs.
It
occurred to me then that
although this looked like
simple fun on the outside, it
was a very intense, energydraining
game
which
required a large helping of
courage.
After being shot first on
our team in the posterior, I
felt the sting of the penetrat
ing paintball but realized
that when you're as charged

*

Top 10 Reasons
You're Going To Fail
This Week's Quiz
10.) Ends up beer really
does kill brain cells.
9.) You can't find Waldo.
8.) Your professor still
hasn't forgiven you for that
whole sleeping with his
wife thing.
7.) If you connect all of the
shaded circles on your
answer sheet it spells:
R-E-T-A-R-D.
6.) UOP Football team has
better Vegas odds of mak
ing it to the playoffs then
you do of passing the quiz.
5.) Between every answer
the bartender refills your
shot glass.
4.) You stayed up late the
night before playing James
Bond on your N 64.

Modem day shanty town used for protection on the field.
as you can get playing this
game, only your pride hurts.
I managed to reclaim that
pride later that afternoon
after eliminating a few team
mates of my own, and man
aged to even take the flag for
the team. Recovering the
flag gives you instant
celebrity status on your
team, and all seem willing to
take your commands in bat
tle once you've accom
plished this dangerous deed.

One of the best things
about paintballing is that it's
the only physical sport
which doesn't offer an over
whelming advantage to
players who are bigger,
taller,
stronger,
faster,
younger, or male. Anyone
from fifteen to fifty-five
years old who is in reason
ably good health can play
this powerful game.
The perfect day of paint-

See Paintball, page 18

3.) You're having difficulty
remembering how to spell
your name.
2.) That thing called sleep
always gets in the way.
1.) You just didn't study.

Compiled by
Julian Zabalbeascoa
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Nice date out of Stockton
HOLLY CACCIAPAGLIA
Staff Writer

Stockton has their own
Cottage Bakery but it lacks
the appeal that compels me
to drive to Lodi's Cottage
Bakery. The atmosphere is
comfortable and elegant.
You can wear jeans, but
semi-casual attire would
also be appropriate. <s
The Cottage Bakery has a
different menu for dinner
and lunch. I went with my
mom and my sister in the
late afternoon, so we had
the dinner menu. First we
were given glasses of water
with lemon slices on the rim
of the glass, I think this is a
lovely touch.
We also had interesting
bread, half of it had olives
baked into it and the other
half was some kind of
wheat herb combination.
Both were very good.
The appetizer
menu
included bruschetta which
is typically slices of bread
toasted and brushed with
olive oil topped with a mix
ture of chopped tomatoes,

garlic, basil, balsamic vine
gar and olive oil.
Our entrees came with a
choice of soup or salad. The
salad was adorned with
golden raisins, sunflower
seeds, and topped with
freshly grated parmesan
cheese. My mom ordered
the soup and salad meal.
She tried the clam chowder
and reported that «you
would have to go to San
Francisco to get better
chowder.
My sister ordered the
rotisserie chicken. It was
half a chicken, with garlic
mashed potatoes, and beau
tifully colorful julienne veg
etables. All components of
the meal were very flavor
ful, and she had a lot left
over.
I indulged by trying the
smoked salmon ravioli.
Wow! Now this meal was
described in the menu as
smoked salmon with ricotta
cheese wrapped in an herb
pasta floating in a "light"
cream sauce. Contrastly, it
was so rich I had a hard
time eating very much. The

raviolis were excellent, and
the flavor of the smoked
salmon was very promi
nent.
These meals were a bit
pricey,
around $10-12.
However, there are cheaper
options available. The best
bet for the frugal gourmet is
to try the lunch menu.
Lunch offers gourmet piz
zas with basil, tomatoes,
goat cheese, and pine nuts.
They also have more exten
sive meals for lunch.
I would try the restaurant
for either lunch or dinner
because the service is good,
the atmosphere is pleasant
and the food is great!
Another bonus is that they
now have an eating area
outside.
Directions: 203 South
School St., 334-2544. Take
Pacific north to Lower
Sac, follow Lower Sac into
Lodi and make a right on
Lodi Ave. Go down several
blocks and make a left on
School St. The restaurant
will be on your left side,
enjoy!

Paintball

wrong ways to paintball,
which makes it even more
dangerous. Make absolute
ly sure that you have a
proper paintball mask that
covers your eyes and your
face. Make sure your gun is
shooting within the velocity
limits imposed by the field.
Wear shoes that have good
ankle support.
Weather
permitting, you may want
to layer your clothing to
absorb the impact of poten
tially painful shots. And
whatever you do, play
sober. This is a game where
you need wit at all times, in
all capacities.
A full day of paintballing
will cost you no less than
$40, yet most fields offer
group discounts. Paintball
fields can be found locally
near San Fransisco and in
Sacramento, where the field
Paintball Sam's is located.
For more information and
equipment
rental, call
Stockton's
Someplace
Special at (209) 235-3389.

Continued from page 17
6262 West l ane

955-5680

Bargain Matinees in ()
r^~
Advance Ticket Sales
I' _)
Available at the Box Office

jWhat Dreams May
lCome - PG-13
Daily: (1:45.2:15.4:20,4:50)
7:00. 7:35,9:30, 10:00
Early Shows Fri-Sun (11:20, 11:50)

A Night at the
Roxbury - PG-13
Daily: (3:10,5:15) 7:25,9:35
Early Shows Fri-Sun (11:05, 1:05)

|Rush Hour - PG13

Daily: (1:55,2:25,4:30,5:00)
7:10,7:40,9:40,10:15
Early Shows Fri-Sun (11:25,1205)

Ronin - R
Daily: (1.40,4:25) 7:20,10:05
Early Show Fri-Sun (11:00)

|One True Thing - R
Daily: (1:50,4:35) 7:30,10:10
Early Show Fri-Sun (11:15)

[There's Something
lAbout Mary - R
Daily: (2:00,4:40) 7:15.9:50
Early Show Fri-Sun (I 1:30)
Friday-Thursday 10/2-10/8

balling involves gathering
as many interested and
pumped friends as possible,
or enemies if you need a
good place to settle a score.
Head out early enough to
give yourselves an hour of
preperation time at the field
before the first game, and
plan on eating at home
because local businesses
don't take kindly to dirty
paintball players.
Arrive at the field and
have a blast. Try different
strategies. Feel your heart
pound. Team up with your
best friend and get to know
a side of them you've never
seen, through camaraderie
in battle. You should be able
to experience six to eight
games in one full day, and
you will definitely be
exhausted when it is time to
call it a day.
Now comes the standard
disclaimers. There's a lot of
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Pleasure reading
BARB CHURCHILL
Daily Nebraskan
(U. Nebraska)

The end is, near. The first
month is over, you're looking
at the last chapter of your biol
ogy book, and you're wonder
ing: what do I do now?
Well, you could do some
thing really novel. You could
decide to read a book, just to
do it. That's right, pleasure
reading. Something most of
us do far too little, but some
thing which will sustain the
emptiest soul if you give it a
chance.
Reading a book, just
because you want to, is one of
the greatest pleasures of liter
acy. And you can make your
own choice, as to what is a
good or valuable book to
read. But in case you don't
have the time to decide, here
is one book you might really
like.
Don't let the fact this book
is science fiction put you off.
This book is about relation
ships and friendships, with
the plot device of a secret
weapon which will blow up a
planet intended as a literary
MacGuffin. Even if you do
not ordinarily enjoy science
fiction, you will enjoy this
book.
Lois McMaster Bujold's
newest book in the Miles
Vorkosigan saga is entitled
"Komarr," Miles Vorkosigan
is an extremely bright, yet
unfortunately handicapped
man of 30. Despite his handi
caps, Vorkosigan had a galac
tic military career, and is a
retired Admiral.
But
Vorkosigan is bored and lone
ly, and hasn't managed to find
anyone with which to share
his life.
Enter Ekaterin Vorsoisson.
Vorsoisson is a woman of 30
who is in a traditional mar
riage and despises it, Her
husband Etienne Vorsoisson
is a huge jerk with a secret
genetic flaw, which he uses to
try and keep his wife in line.
Their son Nikolai is just
another bargaining chip to
him, because Nikolai also has
the same genetic defect.
Just as Ekaterin is about to

file for divorce, Etiennedj,,
way
witnessed
Vorkosigan. Why hewhether it was jus til
not, is the pretext
Vorsoisson and VorLcosi
become better acquai
The best part of this book
Bujold's flair for 1-a^gw
When her heroine start!
become more disertchan
with her marriage a
becomes more empo(n
within herself, she wonda
"Has a...woman no honor
her own, then? Before Ti
entered my life, did I not ha
integrity all the same?"
Later, after her husk
Tien's death, Vorsoisson®
why she needs to re®
again. "Neither of...<tht
enthusiastic plans
future education and
ment were distastef
her...and yet...both sor
implied, You can be
real person, but o n l y if)
play our game."
Amore concise illusira
of the feminist polemic co
not be stated. And the v
Bujold does this is both in
esting and enlightening,
takes a woman on the vert
a nervous breakdown
makes her troubled 5
understandable, then gi
her more and more probl
until they all unravel ur
their own weight.
Bujold has written tw«
novels
about
\!
Vorkosigan and his family,
this is fhe first one in wi
the purported main charm
is almost
unimport.
Vorkosigan is almos:
peripheral character, nec
sary to unravel the MacGu and provide a love inter-,
but not really propelling
sustaining much action on ]
own.
This book is excellent,
minating the plight
bright, educated woman ti
soon imprisoned in the \vi
marriage, and her fight f:
redemption. Best of all
heroine finds a man v. .1
appreciates her for bstrong, intelligent and COT
dent, which is a rare fea
itself. Read this book.
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CD review:

Appearances can be truly deceiving
JULIE ANTON
Staff Writer
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lFrozen Charlotte" offers a tasty difference.

As the old saying goes,
don't judge a book by its
cover. What I've learned
this week is to not judge a
CD by its cover. Dollshead,
the group I reviewed this
week, proved me wrong, as
bands often do.
"Frozen Charlotte" is
their chosen album title,
which lends itself to specu
lation. But Dollshead's CD,
as I found out, really isn't so
bad. An interesting malefemale duo, Dollshead
blends girlish charm with
hi-tech melodies. Imagine
No Doubt meets Garbage
meets Alanis Morrisette and
you'll get the idea.
There are a great number
of both fast and slow tracks
on "Frozen Charlotte." My

two favorites are titled
"New
Creation"
and
"Perfect Day." They happen
to be the most uplifting
songs on the album but they
still contain a somewhat
drowned-out
melody.
Though Dollhead's sound is
not upbeat by any means, in
fact it's rather melancholy,
they still offer an alternative
music choice that provides
a fair amount of entertain
ment value.
If
you
don't enjoy
mechanically altered vocals
and
computer-enhanced
rhythms, you probably
wouldn't
enjoy
what
Dollhead has to offer. But if
you are the least bit interest
ed, try them on for size.
After all, appearances can
be deceiving, and you
might just like what you
hear.

'OP student detained in San Francisco

\n experience never to be forgotten: Comfortoble and outrageous
pANDI KAY STEPHENS
1etro Editor

iff ^ nighf at the Roxbury,

yell not quite. It was, how|ver, one of the coolest
'laces I had been in a while,
iter all, when you want to
ance, San Francisco is the
'lace to be.
The Paladium in San
rancisco is one of the great(st Rice-A-Roni treats in our
lear city by the bay. The
joom is filled to capacity,
>'ith enough dance space to
lit your grooving needs,
'ith music that was fun;
|ast, and fabulous.
I popped into see for
yself just what it was all
ibout. As I was accompaied by my friend much
'lder than I, we knew we
yould only be able to boo;ie down at a place so speial that it was 18 and older,
'es, that is right, if you have
hankering to take that new
ottie freshman 18 year old
F»r a tour around northern
alifornia, you can stop at

The Paladium to get jiggy
with it and neither of you
will be turned down.
What a deal! After the
officer outside surveys your
ID card (falsified identifica
tion cards are optional, but
not recommended) and
gives those who are 21 and
older a scooby snack of their
own, you walk down the
red carpeted stairs where a
world of tantalizing excite
ment awaits you.
Wait! Stop! Ch-ching...
you gotta let loose on those
greenbacks before you can
step onto that floor for some
action. So I hand over a
twenty note expecting no
change, but unlike those
other clubs, I was able to
save a few dollars. There
was enough to buy a
refreshment or two to
quench my thirst through
out the night.
1 was so excited to dance
that I hardly realized what a
groovy place I had entered.
The beat was on and the
scene was fly. We were

dancing the night away to
the familiar sounds of tech
no, Latin, and hip-hop
music. As for the aesthetics
of this movement-expres
sion arena, you can feel cool
as ice in the wind tunnels of
the conveniently located
fans. The floor is yours, in a
choree of three sections.
The best one being near the
DJ and stage, for the talent
ed and fearless dancers who
choose to reign above other
Paladium-goers the plat
form is where it's at. If you
would rather just put your
shoe soles to work, a second
section is designed to let
you let loose without feel
ing so observed by the
watchful eyes of people
waiting to use the little girls
and boys' rooms. Kicking
up your heels and taking a
swig at the same time can
happen in the third section
located nearest the exit. I
enjoyed all three, but the
main event and good fun
was to be had by all closest
to the stage.

After all that swinging
and energizing, I had nearly
reached my max. Leaving
enough energy to see me
through my drive home, I
reluctantly left the club, tak
ing with me the memories
of a great time.
"Why the Paladium,
what's in it for me?" Well
this club was a great place
to see new and studly char
acters. The friendly faces
and flirty glances that
occured that night were
meant for college students
by other college-age stu
dents. There wasn't the
ever-present, overcrowded,
chlosterphobic sensation
that would bring horrible
nightmares to your deep
rest after all of that extra
aerobicizing. For high-spir
ited, energetic adventure in
the city where many have
left their heart, go to The
Paladium with your friends
to experience a dance club
where you can feel comfort
able and outrageous all at
once.
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The
Junior
ALEX ZAMANSKY
News Editor

If there is one thing which
I cannot and will not tolerate
under any circumstances,
especially when in class, is
that annoying sound that
comes when someone snif
fles. The professor is giving
their lecture and I am
respectfully taking notes,
but what do I hear from the
back of the room? Oh yeah,
some shmucko trying to be
incognito about not quite
wanting to sneeze, but at the
same time too embarrassed
to get up, go to the bath
room, and rid themselves of
whatever they are leaking
from their nasal cavity.
Another one of my
charges of protest are people
whose penmanship paral
lels that with a chimpanzee;
more commonly known by
the technical term, "chicken
scratch." What amazes me
is that it is these types of
individuals who are always
more than willing to let you
borrow their notes from
class. But don't fall into this
trap. They KNOW you
can't read their notes. In
actuality, they are laughing
their heads oh because they
had to sit in on the unexcit
ing ho-hum lecture on lar
vae and the growth of moss
while you were still in bed
sleeping. You see, this is
their way of making
obscene gestures at you in
an indiscreet and subcon
scious way.
Oh, for those of you that
like to party, remember one
thing: always register your
aarty. You never know
when 700 people might sud
denly decide to just pop in.
By registering your party;
you take no chances of being
shut down by residence
directors that happen to be
on duty that particular
night. I am being a little cyn
ical, but I have good reason.
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All My
Children

Days of Our
Lives

Meanwhile, Allie didn't
Kate vowed she and
follow through on her Lucas will raise Will. Billie
agreement
with
Jake. warned Greta that Bo's
Hayley had a disturbing heart belongs to Hope, and
feeling about past memo she also urged her not to
ries with Mateo. Tad found tell Bo how her premature
evidence of Palmer in baby died.
Craig and
Braden's
apartment. Nancy enlisted Ali's help to
Adrian asked Opal about overthrow Mike. Eric com
the picture of his father. forted Nicole after she was
Kit accused Edmund of almost raped by Jay. Bo
sending her mixed signals risked his life to keep Greta
about their relationship. from leaving Salem.
Later, Erica overheard Kit
ask Jack for another chance.

THE PACIFIC.-.

General
Hospital

One Life to
Live

The Young &
the Restless

Ned surprised Alexis
with a romantic gesture.
Lucky discovered a photo
of another model with the
same body pose as Emily.
Jax decided to plead guilty
to keep his brother and
father out of jail. Later, the
Quartermaines headed to
Alan's drug den for an
intervention, unaware that
Alan had invited Tammy
for a rendezvous. Felicia
used Mac as research mate
rial for her novel.

Lindsay was frightened
by Bo's behavior. Tea pro
posed a divorce to help
Todd's case.
The test
results were tampered
with, and Asa was stunned
to discover Bo can't father a
child. He caught Lindsay
reading the results. Sam
and Blair argued over the
article he believes she pub
lished. Kelly, Kevin and
Mel contacted Munk, who
incriminated Dorian in
Drew's murder.

A heartbroken M^gan
learned Tony was engaged
to Grace. Esther started a
fire i n t h e C h a n c e l l o r
kitchen, causing Jill to Eiave
a strange reaction to
the
news. The judge ruled Jill
has a case against BCay.
Chris showed Carl's pEioto
around in Norfolk.
Jack
and
Brad
formed
an
alliance to take
o~ver
Newman Industries.

es
Aquarius
(January
to February 18)
You're eloquent ait&will make
a favorable impression on con
tacts at this time. A trusted
friend gives J ou good advice.
Group activities are a plus.

Gemini

Pisces
(February 19 tp March 20)
A small irritation could arise
with a friend. Travel for
business reasons is favored.
Insights are good and you
may start a research project.

Cancer

(May 21 to june 20) This
is a good week for making
important phone calls.
You're blesset|. with new
ideas and are .effective in
presenting them to others.

0une 21 tp. July 22) Avoid
impulsive statements in the earlypart of thy week 4 Otherwise, it
should be a good time for present
ing your ideas to attars. You're
articulate arid mehtaWy sharp.

(September 23 to October 22)
It's a good week to sign contracts
and to reach, ©ther important
agreements). Listen to what a
partner has to say and fulfill a
social obligation this weekend.

(October 23 Jg.November 21)
You're shrewd and; insightful
with financial matters;; Partners
will majie important decisions
affection lhelr future. Dealings
with bankerS;are fovored.

Libra

Scorpio

Aries
(March 21 to April 19) A
friend gives you good advice
about
a
career
matter.
Mentally, you seem recharged
and will liaye much to say to
those you contact at this time.

Leo
(July 23 to August 22)
Stock up' on- necessities
you require. You'll reach a
good understanding with
a child or a romantic inter
est this week.

Sagittarius
(November 22 to December
21) Others jvill listen to your
fine advice.,.. Dealings with
representatives are favored.
You may decide tp sign up for
a course of studv.

Student survey

Taurus
(April 20 to May 20)
Judgment is excelh-nt about
financial interests. A friend
may ask a favpr of you. The
weekend finds you wanting
some time tor yourself.

Virgo
(August 23- to September 22)
You know your Swn mind and
will be convincing in what you
have to say. Mental and creative
work are favored thjtf week. It
should be a busyrWCek for you.

Capricorn

(December. 22. to January 19)
Meet with;fugher-ups and sched
ule impoftshfeintervtews this week.
You may receive some recognition
for your good work. Partners
agree about niprnsv concerns.

Movies'?

Recently the Americ;
Film Institute (AFI) nam
what it considered the 1(
best American films of i
time. We at The Pacific
hear your complaints ar
want to know what yc\
favorite films of all tin
are. Feel free to list <
kinds of movies, not ju
American films. Throuj
your imput, a list will i
compiled of the top li
movies voted by you, tl
UOP student body. Resul
will be revealed in a fe
weeks in the Pacifican.
Turn in your 10 favori
movies to The Pacifican or <
mail at pacifican@uop.ed
We would love to hear froi
you.

SPEciAi.

$2.00 Off
AUTHENTIC
NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA

| Any Large Pizza
l with coupon

SANDWICHES • FRESH SALADS • SOUP
DRAFT BEER • WINES

2300 W. Alpine Ave
(1 Block From 1-5)
462-6668

one coupon
per pizza
expires 1/31/99

MultiColor
Custom ScreenPrintina;
Embroidery

Dr. Carlos Rangel

We specialize in sports and auto injuries.
Students welcome to call for free consultation.

Fast. Dependable Service
Reasonable Prices

Present this coupon
for 5% discount

The Waterfront Warehouse

C alifornia Toes

445 W. Weber Ave. Ste# 242 • Stockton, CA 95203

1430 N. El Dorado St <3»> 467-7624
Stockton. CA 95202
Fax *<209)467-0520

Phone: (209) 948-5070

Fax: (209) 948-5995
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Intramural Sports
Roundup
Intramural Football has already reached the second half ol
the season. The Bailers and Physical Terrorists are two teams
still holding strong in the competitive Men's A Division. The
Bailers pulled out a hard fought contest against Phi Delt, a
game that quite possibly could be a prevfow for the playoffs. In
Men's B action, the two teamssitting at the top of their respec
tive conferences are, Phi Delt in the AFC, and Kappa Psi Beta in
'
k*dies olpelt^Gaitinfia are sip ph a foil defeat
ing the Green Oil's of Kappa Alpha Theta. This win gives them
the outright lead in the
foor Soccer is underway with Divisional leaders starting
to define themselves. Men's AA has been dominated by the
1 Spurs 2, Q8, and Borgorossa. Hie men of Phi Delt have
i a commanding lead over all others in foe Men's AdiviIn foe leagues of Men's B, CoRec A, ancf Co-Rec B fojhas
all Physical Therapy. Their three teams of Tell Ya Cater
(Men's B), Heel Spurs (Co-Rec A), and the Other PT Team (Co
Rec B) have all jumped out to undefeated seasons.
Sand Volleyball Entries Close Oct.l 3:tX)pm
Indoor.Volleyball Entries Close: Oct. 13 3:00pm
- *
mmm
r *
.
J- ,
|
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Women's Soccer

Seven-goal outburst pads win
THE PACIFICAN
Pacific was 1-1 last week
end on the road, annihilat
ing Long Beach State and
falling short in their game
against Fresno State.
UOP made the trip down
to face the Bulldogs, obvi
ously hoping to add another
win to their best start ever.
The Tigers weren't even
awarded a consolation prize
for their efforts and left the
already depressing town of
Fresno with 2-0 loss which
brought their record to 6-2-1
for the season.
Pacific came out strong
and looked to put the first
point on the scoreboard as

Jamie Lucchesi drew the
bulldog goalkeeper out of
the net, but her shot was
deflected by the head of
another
Fresno
player,
which preserved a 0-0 tie.
The Bulldogs took over
from there on scoring two
points on the day which was
enough to defeat the Tigers.
This
victory
improved
Fresno State's record to 3-4-2
for the season. Before mak
ing the trip to Fresno, UOP
traveled down to Long
Beach to face the 49ers
whose record was 4-6 previ
ous to the beating they took
from Pacific last Friday.
Pacific struck gold on the
road against the Long Beach
If """Hrr-

New Aerobic Classes
Tuesday 6:30-7:00 Ab Blast
7:00-7:30 Step Aerobics
Wednesday 4:30-5:00 Step Aerobics
Thursday 6:30-7:00 Upper Cuts
7:00-7:30 High /Low Aerobics
Extended Hours:
Sunday
Oct. 4, Oct.18, Oct.25 2:00-8:00pm
Baun Fitness Center Closed:
Friday Saturday, and Sunday of Fall Holiday. Oct. 9-11

This Week in Sports
Friday Oct. 2
Women'sWres. Idaho, 7:00 p.m. (Amos Alonzo Stagg
Saturday Oct. 3
Field Hockey: vs. Davis & Elkins, 1:00 p.m. (Brookside Field)
Sunday Oct. 4
'
Wo-n.W: vs. Boise State, Noon (Amos Alonzo Stagg

State 49ers panning their
field for goals facilitating a
7-1 victory. Being the Big
West Conference Opener,
this was a huge game for
both teams.
Pacific had 31 shots keep
ing the 49er goalkeeper busy
and giving Kim McCaskey a
rest only having to deal with
11 shots on goal. It was the
most shots and goals
allowed by Long Beach this
season.
Jamee
Lucchesi
had
another spectacular game
scoring three of the Tiger's
seven goals with the assists
by Natalie Dorr and Brooke
Kentera. Dorr had three
assists on the day, also
" ' ^"1 assisting with one of the two
goals scored by Wendy
Woolgar. Kentera also took
aim and scored on a high
arching shot after a nice
pass from Amy Dysart.
Woolgar decided to share
the wealth of goals by pass
ing to an open Monica Pires
who scored on the right
wing.
UOP's women's soccer is
currently 1-0 in Big West
play and 6-2-1 overall. Both
upcoming games are Big
West Conference play which
represent important games
for women's soccer this
year. They are at home this
week taking on Idaho this
Friday at 7pm and Boise
State this Sunday at noon.

Brooke Kentera will shore up the midfield against Idaho.

AVCA Top 25
Women's Volleyball Poll
1. Penn State
2. Long Beach State
3. Nebraska
4. UC Santa Barbara
5. BYU
6. Wisconsin
7. Stanford
8. USC
9. Florida
10. Hawaii
11. Pacific

16. Texas A&M
17. San Diego
18. Ohio State
19. Arizona
20. Illinois
21. Michigan State
22. Minnesota
23. Louisville
24. Fresno State
25. Kansas State

Note: Pacific dropped
12. Colorado
from
No. 10 last week.
13. Texas
14. Loyola Marymount
15. Arkansas

-D. Cattivera

NJL Armchair Quarterback

CORNELIUS CLAIRVOYANT

Home team in ALL CAPS
San Francisco 9 over BUFFALO- Bills can't handle San Francisco treat
Oakland 5 1/2 over ARIZONA- Raiders ride Week 4 victory
1 /2 over CaroIina- Falcons sneak past NFC West foe
CHIC A G O 1 1 / 2 o v e r D e t r o i t - D a B e a r s f i n a l l y s q u e a k o n e o u t
Miami 10 over JETS- Jimmy Johnson celebrates;His hair doesn't move
New England 6 1/2 over NEW ORLEANS- Bledsoe unleashes air attack
San Diego 3 over INDIANAPOLIS- Bolts use FG to beat hapless Colts
Giants 2 1/ 2 over TAMPA BAY- Kannell & Co. beat Bucs
2 over Philadelphia- Broncs cruise past sorry birds
^ A ' N T C A O j/LV
KANSAS CITY 2 1/2 over Seattle- Moon has trouble at Arrowhead
Dallas 5 oyer WASHINGTON- 'Boys pick it up after loss to Raidahs
Upset of the week
Minnesota 24 Green Bay 20- Vikes use Moss to beat Pack at Lambeau
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Waterpolo
RP<
•a fn
Continued
from page 24

Junior Gabe Esposto had
both goals for Pacific, but
junior Corey Dolley scored a
two-pointer to give the 49ers
the edge.
The Tigers took over in the
second quarter when Daniel
Satchkov scored on a sweet
shot with his back facing the
net to tie the game at 3-3.
Senior Roman Yegiyants
added a 2-pointer 40 seconds
later and then Esposto nailed
his third goal of the game to
put the Tigers up 6-3. Long
Beach scored with thirty sec
onds in the half to close the
gap to 6-4.
Yegiyants nailed his sec
ond two-pointer of the game
to start off the third and
Esposto followed with a goal
off of excellent ball move
ment from senior Brian Basye
and junior Pat Donlin.
Yegiyants got his fifth
point from Esposto at the
3:45 mark before Long Beach

Hockeey-

ta from
fn
Continued
page 23

the goal in the second half.
Beth Vechinski's penalty cor
ner blast was stopped at the
end of regulation.
Pacific dug out of an early 10 hole with sophomore mid
fielder Breanne Shroyer's goal
at the 13:46 mark. Shroyer
smacked a rebound to even

added two goals in the final
minutes. LBSU goalie Adam
Carter blocked a 4-meter
penalty shot by Basye with
twenty seconds left to keep
them in the game.
The fourth quarter was all
Long Beach as they shut
down Pacific and tried to
make a comeback. The 49ers
scored three consecutive
goals to close the gap from
10-6 to 10-9 with three min
utes left.
The Tigers offense strug
gled to put the game away
but held off Long Beach with
their defense. Junior goalie
Ryan Brown came up with
some big saves near the end
for a game total of 10.
On Sunday, Pacific took on
No. 2 UCLA. The Bruins had
defeated them 12-4 earlier in
the season. The Tigers took
an early lead from a goal by
Satchkov but the Bruins
quickly countered with two
of their own.
In the second quarter,
UCLA scored three goals but
the score at 1 apiece.
Despite 20 shots on goal to
UCD's nine, the Tigers still
walked away with the loss.
Since, UC Davis is a club team
(and quite good for the club
level), the loss will not be
reflected in Pacific's standings.
At 2-1 on the season, Pacific
will host Davis & Elkins tHis
Saturday Oct. 3 at 1 p.m.

Open Daily from I lam to 12 Midnight Fri* %TH I art).

Lumber & Supply
171

\

FINE MEXTGAN CUISI&E

Tacos •Enchiladas •Tostadas Chiles Rellenosi
Chlmicbangas • Flouos

36 South San Joaquin Stockton. Ca

JVe're the sourcefor
• Sorority paddle

1627 S. Center
464-4565

462-3784

[TEAM LEGENDS I
SCREENPRINTING
EMBROIDERY
T-SHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS MUGS,
PENS, KEYCHAINS, & MORE!!

BRING IN THIS AD AND
RECIEVE 5% OFF THE
BEST PRICES IN TOWN
US AT OUR NEW LOCATION
4627 E. FREMONT, STOCKTON
469-2474 FAX.469-4589

Food To Go • Catering

Delicious Mexicai
food with a twist
7217 Pacific Avenue • Stockton, CA 95207
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THE PACIFIC^

Bryan Basye (6) passes the ball past Long Beach State defender in a 10-9 UOP win.
their 4-meter penalty shot
was saved by Brown. Esposto
had one goal in the second
and then Satchkov blasted a
4-meter shot to close the gap
to 5-3, before Basye scored a
two-pointer in the final sec
onds to tie it at halftime 5-5.
The Bruins showed their

Comer-

Continued from page 24

WAC was probably one of the
dumbest moves San Jose State
ever made since they are virtu
ally spanked in every sport
and now belong to a confer
ence that no one wants to be a
part of because the WAC split
up. I still would like to see a
strengthening of rivalries with
schools like St. Mary's, Santa
Clara, USF and even the
despised Fresno State. But it
would be nice to have a tradi
tional rivalry. You know, like
the one big game we could all
get up for every year and run
out and steal that team's mas
cot.
We love Misty
I have tremendous respect
for her phenomenal game, but
I can't say that I am a big fan of
Misty May, LBSU's all-world
setter. However, a couple of
guys at the Spanos Center
were huge fans. One guy
styled his hair to copy May's
signature ponytails and the
other guy fashioned an "I love
Misty May" homemade teeshirt. Imagine that, women's
volleyball groupies.
Something smells
The refereeing at last
Sunday's men's water polo

talent in the third as they
pulled away with three goals
to make it 8-5. The Tigers
were not about to throw in
the towel fighting back in the
final quarter to chisel the lead
to 9-7 with two minutes left.
Pacific went all out the last
two minutes as Esposto rung

the post on a shot but Basye
scored with about a minute
left to make it a one-goal
game. The Bruins killed the
clock and Pacific came up a
goal short, 9-8.
Pacific's (3-5,1-1)
next
game is at No. 1 USC on
October 3.

game stunk. Down the stretch,
UCLA got all the calls includ
ing one play where UOP's
Chris Spencer was whistled for
a kickout when he was pushed
in the head by a Bruin driver.
Coach Courtney Porter barked
at the official, "You weren't
even looking!" Assistant coach,
1996 Olympic gold medalist
Brad Schumacher even got
tossed for some of his com
ments.
Get your sticker
Some of you sods still
haven't gotten your Fall 1998
sticker for your UOP ID card.
You probably had trouble get
ting in to the women's v-ball
match for free on Saturday
since I witnessed the ticket-tak
ers at the door telling students
who didn't have a sticker that
they would have to pay. How
much effort does it require to
march up to ASUOP and get
your sticker. We're only six
weeks into the semester and I
have a feeling that you idiots
who don't have a sticker are
the same buffoons who miss
sporting events and then say,
"Oh there was a game? I didn't
know." Get out of my sight and
get a clue!
Spank-time
Pacific women's soccer is at

it again after a 7-1 whooping of
Long Beach State (ignore the 20 loss to Fresno State). Jamee
Lucchesi snagged her first hat
trick of the year and Natalie
Dorr had three assists. Get
excited about two home games
this weekend after nearly a
month-long road trip. Fridav
against Idaho at 7 p.m. and
Sunday vs. Boise State at Noon.
Pep it up one time
The Pep Band has once
again proved to me why they
are solid gold. The "Pep-ster
continue to outdo themselv<
as they brought the excite
ment, they brought the enthu
siasm and best of all, the
brought the funk with Kool
the Gang's "Jungle Boogie"
Saturday night. Volley
head coach John Dunning sai
"Our band is awesome. Th
just are cranking it up." Ri
on, coach!
Shameless promotion
Tell me the Michael
Olowokandi
photo and
accompanying story from
ESPN Magazine in the lobby of
Elbert Covell dining hall is
only a coinddence. Right! Th
story is only about six months
old. Good to see we keep
everything current around
here.
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d Hockey

ist shy of victory
nalty strokes cost Tigers' game
OLTON
its Editor

-vo teams. Five shots each,
team with the most goals
C Davis and Pacific were
ilocked 1-1 at the end of
ilation and deadlocked at
•nd of two sudden death
time periods which meant
one thing. The game
Id be decided on penalty
ces. Each team would take
taking five shots on goal
whoever scored more
would come out on top.
was nervous,"
senior Sarah
it, who did not
any of Pacific's
ty strokes. "I was looking
land to grab. When it got
n to the last (shot), 1 couldwk."
awn 2-1 in the penalty
•es series, Pacific's fifth
final stroke by Courtney
s was gloved by UCD's
deeper Diana Norman to
Jie game and preserve an
ie victory. In this con
ation between shooter
goalie, the goalie preior to this, the teams batin two 15-minute periods
udden death overtime.

Each team had only seven
players on a side instead of the
usual 11. This opened up the
playing field and put a premi
um on speed and good pass
ing. Advantage Tigers.
Finding the net, proved to
be a disadvantage for UOP.
"It's so much more run
ning," said junior Erin Phalen
m
of sudden death overtime,
"because instead of quick
passes, they end up hitting
(the ball) up and you have to
sprint on to it."
Coach Linda MacDonald
subbed freely in OT as her
players got tired much
quicker with only seven
,- :
Tigers on the field at
once.
Wright warned her team
before sudden death, "This is a
passing game. It's all about
passing. We have to do a lot
more passing and passes have
to be on the stick." The Tigers
passed well enough in the two
overtimes but could not score.
"Their goalkeeper played a
good game," said MacDonald.
"We usually don't miss the
cage like we missed it today."
Amanda Hardin barely
missed to the left on a penalty
corner shot in double OT. One
89*
of Wright's shots went wide of
_
See Hockey, page 22 Brenda Doyle, with ball, used her stickwork and speed to get past UC Davis last Saturday.
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Volleyball

With their backs to the
t
sJ
Continued
from page 24
wall in game four, the Tigers
"We didn't do a good job got into a meteoric craterstopping her, I know that," sized hole. After tying the
Gimmillaro added. Luckily, score at 5-5 on Veronica
his team didn't need to. Wall's mishit, Pacific could
Outside
hitters
Anja only watch as Long Beach
Grabovac Kristy Kierulff State scored the next 10
began pounding away but points for the 15-5 victory.
the Tigers kept shooting
"At that point, we got
themselves in the foot.
buried," Dunning said.
Jennica Smith hit long for
Brandy Barratt finished
a 49er point. Chambers hit with 13 kills and Benishe
out for a 49er point. And just Dillard's 10 kills and six
like that Grabovac put down block assists shored up The
a back row kill that had The Beach's middle attack. May's
Beach up 2-1 after three 49 assists went with 10 digs
games.
and she was two kills shy of
"I think we just lost con a triple-double. Gimmillaro
trol," Chambers would say showered his prized posse
afterwards. "We lost control sion with praise.
of the match. We lost control
"She had just a tremen
of how we played."
dous match," he said of May.
n n f i M i irt

Tiger attack, was quieted in games three and four.

.J"

faoiu .

Gimmillaro also said tha
May had been hurt recentb
and all things considered shi
rose up for the challenge. Hi:
team's 12-0 record will sureb
have him smiling as hi:
squad slowly narrows th<
gap between them and Penr
State (No. 1 in the AVC/
poll).
Pacific (9-2, 1-1 Big West
will need to be up to the chal
lenge when they face No. 4
UC Santa Barbara on the
road this weekend. Cal Poly
SLO will be the Tigers' oppo
nent tomorrow at San Luis
Obispo.
Pacific muscled out a
sweep of Nevada lasl
Thursday winning 15-11, 156,15-13 at Reno.

C. COLTON
Sports Editor

Long B e a c h 1 5 10 15 15
Pacific
12 15 6 5

Triple whammy
I went to a trifecta
ing events last Sati
UOP. It was thf
polo/field hockey/v
triple play. I w<
impressed with the <
each game. Fans at
hockey and water pol
were treated to exdtin
es. All the hype for tl
Long Beach State «
volleyball match paid
crowd of 3,323 turned
like to see 3,000 fans i
women's
v-ball
Sporting events are n
fun but they are the!
of the university exfj
Are you experienced?
Hitting "The Beach
Pacific went 2-1
weekend against Loi
State. In men's water!
Tigers downed the •"
and in women's volk
49ers topped the Tip
10-15, 15-6, 15-5. Inf
Beach" was ranked N<
nation while UOP
In volleyball,
(American Volleyb33
Association) poll h3
its No. 2 and Pacific.
UOP also was v'dj|
the road at Long Ee3). I
Tradition schma
UOP has no "11
rival. Some wouh jj
back in the footN
Jose State was °lJr,
rival. That was
Regents took an & e 1
gram and San Jose •1
for the WAC. MoV"

J

-povfo Hinds

HP

t o shoot a t L m , x Beach State's goal.

